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“The grossest blunder in sexual preference, which
we can conceive of an animal making, would be to
mate with a species different from its ’ own... ”

Fisher (1958), p. 144

Abstract
The concepts of species and of their formation are of fundamental importance to
many fields of biology, such as; ecology, conservation, taxonomy and evolutionary
genetics, and spéciation research has recently undergone an explosion of interest.
Natural hybridisation between species in the wild provides a great opportunity of
studying the underlying mechanisms that lead to reproductive isolation, and
eventually to the formation of new species.
This thesis describes a study using Heliconius butterflies as model organisms. H.
melpomene and H. cydno are recently diverged sister species, broadly sympatric
throughout their range in the Andes and Central America. Both are unpalatable and
warningly-coloured, and differ markedly in mimetic colour pattern.

Theory predicts that FI hybrids of aposematic insects will be preferentially taken by
avian predators as they sport a novel colour pattern which will not be recognised as
unpalatable. Here I provide evidence from experiments with live birds that positive
frequency dependent selection against FI hybrids may play an important role in the
spéciation of these butterflies.

DNA sequences for a total of five genes show introgression of haplotypes between
the two species at some loci, but not at others. The fact that animal species can share

genetic material by occasional hybridisation has profound implications for species
definition, evolutionary biology, conservation and the commercial sector.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Introduction

This thesis concerns the spéciation process in

a pair of tropical butterflies;

Heliconius melpomene and H. cydno.

In this chapter, spéciation theory and the study organisms will be introduced.
Chapter 2 summarises the literature on introgressive hybridisation in animal taxa, its
consequences and possible implications. Chapters 3 and 4 present gene genealogies
which provide evidence for selective gene flow between the species. These chapters
also help to clarify phylogenetic relationships in the genus. Chapter 5 describes
experiments performed to test the hypothesis that FI hybrids will be preferentially
taken by avian predators. In Chapter 6, conclusions are drawn regarding how this
thesis has contributed to current knowledge on genealogy and spéciation in H.
melpomene and H. cydno. Appendix 1 is a paper senior authored by Margarita
Beltran, but to which I contributed. This paper describes gene genealogies of
heliconiine butterflies (from the genera Heliconius, Laparus, Eueides, Dryadula,
and Dryas), based on mtDNA and nuclear genes.
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Spéciation
Species and their formation are of major importance for many fields of biology such
as ecology, conservation, taxonomy and evolutionary genetics. Historically, species
were seen as separate units, created individually by some higher force, but this view
changed with the publication of Darwin’s “On the Origin of Species” (1859).
Darwin’s theory that species evolved from one another was hotly contested initially,
but eventually became accepted. This led to an explosion of interest in studies of
spéciation, defined as the process leading to the formation of a new species. This
began with the Modern Synthesis of Darwinian evolution and Mendelian genetics
(Dobzhansky, 1937). Over time, the popularity of spéciation waned as new issues
were perceived to be more important (Barton, 2001). Recently, there has been
renewed interest in the subject. Furthermore studies have become more focused on
sympatric and parapatric, as opposed to allopatric spéciation.

The most informative method for studying the process of spéciation is to look at
intermediate cases where taxa still hybridise in the wild, but have developed some
degree of reproductive isolation. The majority of studies of hybridising taxa have
involved hybrid zones, where hybrids are present in large numbers (e.g. Endler,
1977; Barton and Hewitt; 1989; Harrison, 1993). Although these studies provide
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much useful information, it could be argued that they teach us little about spéciation,
as the taxa have not yet speciated (Jiggins et al, 1996; Jiggins and Mallet, 2000). A
better approach might be to investigate species that hybridise only rarely in the wild,
and show a greater degree of reproductive isolation.

Reproductive isolation
In order for spéciation to occur, strong barriers must be present to prevent two
species from mating and forming viable offspring. Reproductive isolation is any
barrier that prevents successful reproduction between individuals, or reduces the
fitness of a hybrid once it is formed. If a group of individuals is reproductively
isolated, gene flow with the rest of the population is reduced and spéciation thus
becomes possible. Isolating mechanisms or barriers can take many different forms,
but can be divided into two major categories: pre - and post-mating barriers.

Pre-mating isolation
Pre-mating or prezygotic isolation is the process whereby species are prevented
from forming hybrids by one or several barriers acting before fertilisation. These
barriers may be geographical, ecological, behavioural or morphological (Mayr,
1963).
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Geographical isolation occurs when species are prevented from cross-mating due to
spatial separation, for example by a water body, mountain range, continental drift,
drying lakes or island formation (Dobzhansky, 1937; Mayr, 1963). Ecological
divergence can also drive spéciation, examples being habitat divergence and
resource partitioning (e.g. Dobzhansky, 1937; Jiggins and Mallet, 2000; Scbluter,
2001; Via, 2001). Behavioural differences can prevent species from mating
together, for example the species may exhibit different courtship rituals, colour
pattern or pheromones (e.g. Grant, 1993; Seehausen et al, 1997; Doi et al, 2001).
Morphological differences between species can provide another very strong barrier
to interspecific mating, e.g. physiological incompatibility of reproductive organs
(Sota and Vogler, 2001).

Pre-mating isolation will not be dealt with further here as it does not form a part of
this thesis.

Post-mating isolation
Post-mating or postzygotic isolation describes factors acting to reduce the fitness of
a hybrid zygote once it has formed. Post-mating isolation includes any form of
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selection against hybrids, for instance hybrid sterility or inviability, environmental
selection, increased predation, or sexual selection against hybrids.

Genomic incompatibilities may cause hybrids to be inviable, or completely or
partially sterile (e.g. Amtzen and Wallis, 1991; Palopoli and Wu, 1994; Saetre et al,
1997; Coyne and Orr, 1998). Ecological factors may affect hybrids in that they may
not be as well adapted to their environment as the parental forms (e.g. Grant and
Grant, 1993); or they may show reduced mating success (e.g. Stratton and Uetz,
1986). There may also be increased predation on hybrids due to positive frequency
dependent selection. In this thesis. Chapter 5 , 1 explore whether this is the case for
two Heliconius butterfly species.

Heliconius as a model system for studying spéciation

Heliconius
Heliconius butterflies (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae: Heliconiina) are a Neotropical
genus consisting of around 36 species. Ever since the work of Henry W alter Bates
and Fritz Müller, Heliconius butterflies have been important in studies of mimicry
and natural selection. Müller (1879) described a situation, now called Müllerian
mimicry, whereby an unpalatable species may evolve to mimic another unpalatable
17

species, thereby gaining ‘safety in numbers’ against predators. Heliconius are a
well-studied group, and because of their bright coloration have been popular with
collectors. All species in the genus are wamingly-colored and unpalatable, many
forming part of mimicry rings. They gain their toxicity from cyanogens, both from
ingestion of Passiflora at the larval stage, and synthesised themselves (Engler et al,
2000). Much is already known about their biology, genetics and ecology. Their use
of Passiflora host plants and pollen resources has been well documented (e.g.
Benson e ta l, 1975; Gilbert, 1975; Smiley 1978a, 19786; Mallet and Gilbert, 1995;
Estrada and Jiggins, 2002). Other studies have looked at phylogenetics (see
‘phylogenetics of Heliconius' section, this chapter); biogeography, (Brown, 1979),
coevolution with plants (Gilbert, 1975) and colour pattern genetics (Sheppard et al,
1985; Mallet, 1989; Jiggins and McMillan, 1997; Linares, 1997; Gilbert, 2003).

Heliconius are therefore ideal candidates for studies of spéciation as they are well
studied, widespread and hybridise naturally in the wild (Mallet et al, 2002). Here I
investigate two separate, but related topics relevant to spéciation between H.
melpomene and H. cydno. Firstly, I use gene genealogies to look for evidence of
introgression between the species, and secondly, I describe experiments designed to
test whether FI hybrids between the species undergo preferential predation.
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Mimicry and predation
Aposematic coloration acts as a very strong predator deterrent in many taxa
(Guilford, 1990). There are three main schools of thought on how warning colour
may have arisen, driven by individual selection, kin selection and synergistic
selection (Servedio, 2000). Individual selection works on the basis that any
individual has a chance of surviving a predatory attack, and will benefit if that
predator learns that it is unpalatable and so avoids it in the future (Jarvi et al,
\9%\a,b\ Wiklund and Jarvi, 1982; Sillén-Tullberg, 1985; Tullrot, 1994). Kin
selection states that relatives of an aposematic individual may benefit from predator
protection by possessing the same mutation for conspicuousness (Fisher, 1930;
Waldman and Adler, 1979; Turner, 1984; Leimar eta l, 1986; Tullrot, 1994). The
third theory of warning colour evolution is that of synergistic, or ‘green beard’
selection (after Dawkins “green beard genes” 1976). This theory works on the basis
that individuals will gain protection by having phenotypic and not necessarily
genetic similarity to other aposematic prey (Guilford, 1985, 1988, 1990).

Heliconius species are aposematically coloured Müllerian mimics, and gain
protection against predators by mimicking other unpalatable species. This can be
seen as a form of synergistic selection.
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Frequency dependent selection was first recognised by Poulton, (1890). There are
two types of frequency dependent selection, positive and negative. Negative, or
diversifying frequency dependent selection causes selection to be greatest on the
commonest colour pattern. This form of selection has been implicated in
maintaining colour pattern polymorphism (Haldane, 1955; Allen and Clarke, 1984;
Allen, 1988). Positive, or purifying frequency dependent selection theory dictates
that rare prey should be preferentially selected compared with commoner forms
when found alongside each other, and may be responsible for keeping hybrid
numbers low.

Direct observation of predation in the wild would be the best method of assessing
whether a given butterfly taxon is preferentially taken over another, but this has
been found to be virtually impossible to achieve. In one study using the butterfly
species Vanessa atalanta, in 8000 days of observation spanning 22 years, only once
was predation by a bird seen (Swanson and Monge-Najera, 2000). To overcome this
problem, initial butterfly predation studies used artificial experimental set-ups, for
instance using coloured pastry baits with varying levels of toxicity to test whether
birds could learn to associate colour with taste, and to assess the importance of
frequency on selection (e.g. Turner, 1961; Allen and Clarke, 1968; Coppinger, 1969;
Brower, 1984; Greenwood et al, 1989; Weale et al, 2000). Many experiments use
20

computer simulations or mathematical models to test which prey a predator would
prefer (e.g. Turner eta l, 1984; Schlenoff, 1985; Speed, 1999; Servedio, 2000; Bond
and Kamil, 2002). Other studies have used real organisms, but in an unnatural
setting, with dead prey items presented so that predators could choose between them
(e.g. Brower et al, 1963). Some studies used beakmarks found on butterfly wings as
an indirect measure of predation levels (Bowers et al, 1985; Pinheiro, 1997). Others
used caged wild birds and live prey (Chai, 1986, 1988, 1996; Ritland, 1998). Very
rarely have more natural situations been used to try to test theories of frequency
dependent selection on butterflies, including mark-recapture studies (Brower and
Brower, 1964; Benson, 1972; Mallet and Barton, 1989; Kapan, 2001), and releasing
insects at bird perches (Chai, 1986; Pinheiro, 1996; Pinheiro, 1997).

Although there has been a large body of work concentrating on butterfly predation,
most studies have concentrated on differences between species or colour morphs.
The only attempt to test differential predation on hybrids was performed in a hybrid
zone, using populations where the alternative form was absent (Mallet and Barton,
1989). In terms of spéciation theory, we can learn relatively little from the results of
such experiments, as they do not involve colour patterns relevant in a spéciation
context. Additionally, hybrid zones offer an unusual environment where hybrids are
often present in large numbers. Often, the home range of local predators may be
21

sufficient to have encountered colour forms from both sides of the hybrid zone, and
recapture rates may not accurately reflect the numbers of butterflies released. This
study did however show strong selection within species, suggesting that between
species, the effects may be even stronger,

A major gap in current knowledge about spéciation in Heliconius is that of
frequency dependent selection on hybrids. Theory predicts that F I hybrids between
aposematic taxa will be preferentially taken by predators, as they sport a novel
colour pattern not recognised as unpalatable. If this prediction is true, purifying
selection may play a great role in the process of spéciation, as a strong post-mating
isolation barrier. In Chapter 5 , 1 attempt to rectify this gap in our knowledge.

Phylogenetics o f Heliconius
The genus Heliconius has undergone a rapid radiation, which may be due to
ecological adaptations, such as pollen feeding, traplining of food and oviposition
sites, and longevity of adults (Gilbert, 1975; Brown, 1981). The phylogenetics of
Heliconius species have been studied using wing-pattem alleles (Turner, 1981;
Sheppard et al 1985), morphological characters (Brown, 1981); and molecular data
(18s, 28s: Lee et al, 1992: and COI, COII and wingless: Brower, 1994, 1996a,^,
1997; Brower and Egan, 1997; Brower & DeSalle, 1998). The melpomene/cydno
group consisting of H melpomene as the sister clade to the H cydno group {H.
22

heurippa, H. pachinus and H. cydno) has been upheld in most studies to date (e.g.
Eltringham, 1916; Emsley, 1965; Brown, 1981; Brower, 1997). However, in Brower
(1996a, 1996b) the H. cydno group of species is found within H. melpomene,
rendering H. melpomene paraphyletic. A new study (Appendix 1) using mtDNA
(COI/COII) and nuclear genes {Tpi and Mpi) reveals a pattern concordant with
traditional studies at mtDNA, but shows a different pattern at M pi and Tpi (see
chapter 3 and Beltran et al, 2002 for more detail).

Heliconius melpomene and H. cydno
H. melpomene and H. cydno are recently diverged sister species (Brower 1996a;
Beltran et al, 2002), broadly sympatric throughout their range in the Andes and
Central America. Both are unpalatable and wamingly-colored, and differ markedly
in mimetic colour pattern. H. melpomene is typically red, black and yellow and
mimics H, erato, whereas H. cydno is typically blue-black and white or blue-black
and yellow (figure 1) and mimics species in the sapho/eleuchia group of Heliconius
(Linares, 1996, 1997).
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melpomene

erato

cydno

sapho

Figure 1 - Heliconius melpomene, H. cydno, and their mimics. Left = French
Guiana races, centre and right = Panama races. Modified from Jiggins et al, 2001a.

The two species differ in larval and adult ecology (Smiley, 1978a,b; Mallet et al,
1998a; Naisbit, 2001; Estrada and Jiggins, 2002), and show habitat segregation
(Mallet et al, 1998a; Estrada and Jiggins, 2002). H. melpomene inhabits light second
growth forest and gaps caused by tree falls or rivers; whereas H. cydno prefers
dense, primary forest. Howeve^there is considerable overlap and the two often fly
together. Jiggins et al (2001a) summarise spéciation between these species and
show that pre- and post-mating isolation between them has resulted from an
adaptive shift in ecology and mimicry leading to pre-mating isolation. In association
with partial hybrid sterility, there has been subsequent evolution of assortative
mating between sympatric populations. For a summary diagram of factors
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contributing to spéciation between these species, see figure 2. There are around 29
described races, or colour morphs of H. melpomene, and 16 of //. cydno (Brown,
1979). The two species hybridise and backcross regularly in the wild (Mallet et al,
2002), although at a rate of less than 1/1000 (Mallet et al, 1998a). The number of
hybrids naturally occurring is kept low largely due to strong assortative mating
(Jiggins et at, 2001a).
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Figure 2 - Factors contributing to spéciation in H.melpomene and H.cydno
(proposed approximate order of events)
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Introgression and phylogenetics
In H. melpomene and H. cydno, spéciation is strictly not yet complete under the
biological species concept (Mayr, 1963), as hybrids are still found in the wild, albeit
at a very low rate. This makes these species ideal candidates for population genetic
studies looking for evidence of introgression. Heliconius butterflies are unpalatable
to predators, and have a diverse array of colour patterns that are typically mimetic of
other Heliconius species or of ithomiine butterflies. It is clear that most of these
patterns have evolved independently in separate lineages, using different
architecture, for instance, in the famous mimicry between H. erato and H.
melpomene (Turner, 1984; Sheppard etal, 1985). However, in some related species,
the same colour patterns occur again and again, with related races and species
apparently re-using the same genetic machinery to produce the same mimetic
pattern. These colour pattem/phylogeny anomalies appear especially frequently in
the melpomenels\\y3.mîorm Heliconius, a group in which most of the known wildcaught hybrids and backcrosses between species are found (Mallet et al, 1998a, b).
This suggests introgression is likely. H. melpomene and H. cydno typically belong to
completely different mimicry rings; however, several races of H cydno in E.
Ecuador and E. Colombia (sometimes separated as the species H. tristero,
H tim areta and H. heurippa), appear to have adopted melpomene-\ik& colour
patterns similar to those present in some races of melpomene. Another phylogenetic
27

anomaly is the adoption of melpomene-likQ colour patterns by H. elevatus, a
member of the silvaniform group, and only distantly related to the sister pair H.
melpomene and H. cydno. Its grouping with the silvaniforms is supported by
mtDNA as well as morphology (Brown, 1981; Brower and Egan, 1997; Beltran et
al, 2002). Again, there is evidence for hybridisation and backcrossing between
melpomene and silvaniforms. Both phylogenetic anomalies suggest either
introgression being exploited as a source of ready-made adaptations (Gilbert, 2003),
or independent polyphyletic evolution of apparently homologous colour patterns.

Introgression between H. melpomene and H. cydno should theoretically be possible
as hybrids of both sexes are viable. Although female F I hybrids are sterile in
accordance with Haldane’s Rule, male FI hybrids are fertile and readily backcross
in both directions (Naisbit et al, 2001&).

In Chapters 3 and 4 . 1 use gene genealogies to investigate whether there is evidence
for introgression between these two species.
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Chapter 2 - Interspecific hybridisation and
introgression in animal taxa

Abstract
It has long been established that interspecific hybridisation, and consequently
introgression can play an important evolutionary role in plants, however, in animals
introgression has generally been considered absent or unimportant. This view was
due largely to the misconception that animals hybridise only rarely in nature, and to
the generally negative attitude towards animal hybrids. Here I aim to show that
hybridisation is more common between animal species than is generally realised,
and that this can lead to gene flow. I review the studies of interspecific hybridisation
and introgression to date, and suggest some limitations with these. Finally, I
examine the possible consequences of animal introgression for species definition,
evolution, phylogeny reconstruction, conservation and commercial applications and
suggest directions for future work in this area.
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Introgression
Introgression was defined by Avise (1994) as “the movement of genes between
species (or other well-marked genetic populations) mediated by back-crossing”.
Here I will look at the process of introgressive hybridisation between animal
species, that is hybridisation between species, accompanied by gene flow.

Research bias on plants
In a database literature search under the terms ‘introgression’ and ‘gene’ (Web of
Science, 07/01/03), 718 references were returned. Of these studies, 68% were plant
studies, with only 32% of studies focusing on animals (Table 1). This demonstrates
the historical bias of introgression studies towards plant taxa.

It has long been accepted that interspecific hybridisation in plants can lead to
introgression of genetic material from one species to another, and that this can be
important in the evolution of plants (e.g. Stebbins, 1950; Mayr, 1963; Reiser, 1973).
Although the exact role that hybridisation and introgression plays in evolution is still
a subject of much debate (Arnold, 1997; Barton, 2001), it is clear that novel
combinations of genes arising in hybrids can act as a new resource for natural
selection to work on. Paradoxically, though these studies asserted the role
introgression plays in driving evolution in plant taxa, the same was not generally
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thought to be true in animals, where introgression of genetic material has historically
been seen as unimportant. Part of this bias may due to the greater frequency with
which plant species hybridise (Stebbins, 1950; Grant, 1981). Another reason may be
that zoologists have often emphasised the negative aspects of hybridisation, whereas
botanists tend to view the process in a more positive light (Heiser, 1973).

Table 1 - Analysis of introgression studies. (From Web o f Science 07/01/03).

S tu d y typ e

Animals

Plants
Year

Intraspecific

D rosoph ila

Commercial

Conservation

Other

0

1

1981

0

0

0

0

1982

1

0

0

0

0

0
0

1986

0

0

1

0

0

1988

1

0

0

0

0

0

1989

1

0

0

0

0

0

1990

1

0

0

1

0

0

1991

22

2

1

3

2

3

1992

19

0

0

3

1

3

1993

27

3

1

6

2

4

1994

36

0

0

5

0

1

1995

45

1

0

4

5

2

1996

41

5

1

11

2

6

1997

58

4

1

7

6

3

1998

48

7

1

9

1

7

1999

47

1

1

10

3

4

2 000

57

4

3

12

3

8

2001

65

10

3

12

6

6

2002

52

9

2

10

6

4

Totals

521

46

15

93

37

52
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Hybridisation in animals is often seen as the breakdown of isolating mechanisms
brought about unnaturally by habitat destruction or human disturbance (Mayr,
1963). Many researchers have been unwilling to think of animals as capable of
interspecific hybridisation, a view summed up by this quote from Fisher (1958),
“The grossest blunder in sexual preference, which we can conceive of an animal
making, would be to mate with a species different from its own”.

Hybridisation in animal taxa
Natural hybridisation has often been thought of as insignificant in the evolution of
animals (Burke and Arnold, 2001). Hybrids between animal species were thought to
arise so infrequently as to be irrelevant, but recent studies on a range of animal taxa
have shown that this is not necessarily the case. Here we use Arnold et a V s { \9 9 \)
definition of hybrids as arising from matings between species (as opposed to races,
sub-species or geographically distinct populations).

There have been several attempts in recent years to quantify the percentages of
animal species that hybridise in nature. Grant and Grant (1992) found that 9.2% of
bird species hybridise with one or more relative, Guillaumin and Descimon (1976)
found that 11% of European butterflies hybridise, Sperling (1990) reported over 6%
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of Papilio species hybridising and Mallet et al (2002) found that 29% o f Heliconius
butterfly species produce viable hybrids with at least one other species. In the Great
Lakes of Africa, there are hundreds of closely related cichlid fish species which
hybridise probably naturally, although this is enhanced when the water turbidity
rises due to human disturbance (Seehausen et al, 1997; Turner et al, 2001). It is not
just birds, butterflies and fish that hybridise either. Wolves and coyotes hybridise
naturally (Hall, 1978), as do bison and domestic cattle (Templeton, 1991; Polziehn
et al, 1995), and Bullini and Nascetti (1990) document cases of spéciation by
hybridisation in insects as diverse as stick insects, grasshoppers and black flies.

It has often been assumed that allopatric species will be more likely to hybridise if
brought into contact, than sympatric species, as this latter group will be expected to
have developed isolating mechanisms to prevent hybridisation. However, a number
of studies have shown that hybridisation can occur in sympatry (e.g. Vane-Wright
and Smith, 1992; Grant and Grant, 1992; Mallet et al, 2002).

Historically, it has been difficult to detect animal hybrids, as they often show little
morphological differentiation from one of the parental forms, or may fall within the
range of morphological traits for several species (Bullini and Nascetti, 1990; Hewitt,
1993; Barton, 2001). This has changed with the increasing use of molecular
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techniques which have enabled hybrids to be identified more easily and reliably,
even when cryptic morphologically (Bullini, 1994; Rhymer et al, 1994; Allendorf et
al, 2001). However, even with molecular techniques, it can be difficult to
distinguish between evidence for hybridisation and lineage sorting (Sang and Zhong,
2000; Holder et al, 2001).

As a result of the recent advances in molecular techniques, the number of
documented cases of introgressive hybridisation between animal species is
increasing (Streit et al, 1994). It is clear from these studies that a high number of
animal species breed with close relatives to form hybrids in the wild. Given this
level of natural hybridisation between animal species, it seems likely that some
introgression of genetic material is likely to occur.

Animal introgression studies
In the literature search mentioned earlier, 32% of introgression studies were on
animal taxa. Of these, 6% dealt with intraspecific gene flow, with only 26% of all
papers dealing with gene flow between animal species.
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Non~molecular studies
Early studies on hybridisation and gene flow used non-molecular techniques, many
of which are still used today. Some look at the introgression of morphological traits
(Bell, 1996; Bynum et al, 1997; Seehausen et al, 1997; Crespin et al, 1999; Faivre et
al, 1999), or other characters such as song (Lein and Corbin, 1990), cytotypes
(Michailova, 1996), or pheromone introgression (Hepburn et al, 1994).

Limitations o f non~molecular studies
These studies have many limitations, as hybrids are defined using characters that are
intermediate between two forms. However, an intermediate may just be due to
natural variation within a taxon, rather than a true hybrid. Deciding whether an
individual has intermediate characteristics can also be very subjective, so that
designations of hybrid status may differ between researchers. Additionally, it is not
usually possible to distinguish between FI hybrids, backcrosses or later stage
hybrids.

Molecular studies
The advent of techniques such as allozyme electrophoresis in the 1960s and the
polymerase chain reaction (PGR) in 1985 sparked a revolution in evolutionary
biology (Saiki et al, 1985; Mullis et al, 1986; Guyer and Koshland, 1990; Avise,
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1994). These technological advances have allowed introgression to be studied using
a huge range of new markers (Harrison, 1990).

Allozyme electrophoresis has hitherto been a popular means of detecting gene flow
across the species boundary (e.g. Derr, 1991; Lee and Engstrom, 1991; Brown,
1995; Gardner, 1996; Lessios and Pearse, 1996; Jiggins eta l, 1997; Spaak, 1997;
Berrebi et al, 2000; Cianchi et al, 2003). Allozyme data can indicate whether alleles
characteristic of one species are present at low levels in another species, providing
more direct evidence of interspecific gene flow, and an estimate of how often it
occurs. With further advances in molecular techniques, studies became more
detailed with more loci being analysed at a time. After allozymes came restriction
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP), which essentially give information similar
to multiallelic allozyme data, although there are only two alleles at each site in a
given locus (e.g. Ferris et al, 1983; Aubert et al, 1997; Martinsen et al, 2001). With
the development of randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), the number of
loci being analysed at a time rose to 20 or 30 (e.g. Devemo et al, 1998), and with
amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP) that number rose to hundreds,
although both techniques deliver genetically dominant presence/absence band
markers at each single locus. Microsatellites provide another multiallelic genetic
marker technique which uses nucleotide repeats to produce PCR fragments of
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different lengths according to the noirbcr of

there,

are (e.g. Chenuil et al,

2000; Noor et al, 2001a). Microsatellites are again scored using gel banding
patterns, although this time on a sequencing gel. These methods have revealed that
the extent of genetic variation in natural populations is huge; however the total
variation cannot be known without study at the DNA sequence level (Nei, 1987).

Many groups have looked for evidence of interspecific gene flow in animals at the
nucleotide level, by direct sequencing of PCR products. The vast majority of these
studies have used mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), (e.g. Aubert et al, 1997; Garcia
and Powell, 1998; Garnery et al, 1998; Pilgrim et al, 1998; Davison et al, 1999;
Feder et al, 1999; Freeland and Boag, 1999; Sota et al, 2001; Saltzburger et al,
2002; Cianchi et al, 2003). This predominance of mitochondrial DNA based
phylogénies in the literature, is due largely to its haploid inheritance which makes
sequencing easy (no cloning is required), and many universal mtDNA primers are
available. The latest studies have used nuclear DNA sequence data to study
introgression. Studies using nuclear primers for studies of animal introgression are,
however rare (e.g. Wang et al, 1997; Vane-Wright et al, 1999, Kliman et al, 2000;
Ting et al, 2000; Saetre et al, 2001; Machado et al, 2002; Shaw, 2002).
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Limitations o f molecular studies to date
Allozymes, RFLP’s. RAPD’s, AFLP’s and microsatellites are all electrophoretic
techniques, based on scoring banding patterns. The results are often hard to read and
open to misinterpretation. It is usually possible to tell only that fragments are the
same length, but not whether they are equivalent. Two different fragments can have
the same mobility, and so can give false positives of hybridisation. If closely related
species are studied, it may not be possible to detect differences at a single base
polymorphism. This poses a major problem in introgression studies, as species will
usually be closely related if they hybridise. Allozymes often display low levels of
interspecific variation and are therefore of limited use in studies of closely related
species (Pacheco et al, 2002). Devemo et al, (1998) caution that for RAPD
technology “meticulous technique must be used to avoid artefacts”, and that
“variation of results among laboratories with different thermal cyclers is a limiting
factor in overall reproducibility and applicability”. Noor et al, 2001a urge caution in
using microsatellite data for phytogeny reconstruction or to infer divergences
between populations. In future, micro-array technology will allow a large sample of
the whole genome to be viewed rather than just a small subset of loci., raising the
potential for electrophoretic techniques as useful tools in introgression studies.
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Direct sequencing of DNA provides many more characters and a seemingly more
reliable method for assessing potential introgression between species. Most studies
to date have used mitochondrial genes for this purpose, as they are easier to
manipulate, clonally inherited, rapidly-evolving, single copy, non-recombining and
are abundant (Simon et al, 1994). The problem with this is that, because of the lack
o f recombination, the entire mitochondrial genome can effectively be seen as a
single locus, limiting its usefulness in phylogenetic studies (Moore, 1995). Pacheco
et al, 2002 note that “because mtDNA is inherited primarily matrilineally, it can be
used to identify maternal species; however it fails to detect male-mediated
introgression, so cannot be used to estimate rates of hybridisation or introgression”.

Single copy nuclear DNA (scnDNA) can be more useful because the nuclear
genome provides many, essentially independent loci to work with. Nuclear genes
have the advantage over mtDNA of providing numerous independent genealogies
which are under varying degrees of selective constraint, with different mechanisms
and rates of evolution, and with a biparental mode of inheritance (Degnan, 1993).
Hybrids can be detected using nuclear markers as they carry nuclear DNA from both
parental species (Pacheco et al, 2002). Nuclear introns offer a potentially rich source
of characters for detecting introgression between species (Hey and Kliman, 1993;
Slade et al, 1994; Palumbi and Cipriano, 1998; Friesen, 2000; Pacheco et al, 2002).
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Because introns are non-coding, they accumulate mutations faster than coding
sequence, making them especially valuable for phylogeny reconstruction between
closely related species.

Many studies of animal introgression to date have been carried out at hybrid zones,
where hybrids are often found in large numbers (Barton and Hewitt, 1985; Harrison,
1990, 1993; Howard et al, 1993; Bullini, 1994; Jiggins et al, 1997; Dasmahapatra et
al, 2002). Hybrid zones can be seen as natural laboratories for studying spéciation
and evolution (Arnold, 1997), but are not ideal for studying introgression between
species, as it could be argued that spéciation has not really occurred yet. There are
in fact many examples of genes flowing between animal populations called
“separate species”, which are found adjacent to one another, but which don’t coexist
in sympatry; these taxa are, however, not the kind of species that contribute to local
diversity. There are examples in Drosophila where detailed statistical analysis has
revealed that gene flow occurring a long time ago is more probable than the
maintenance of ancestral polymorphisms, in order to explain why similar (but non
identical) alleles are maintained within each species (e.g. Wang et al, 1997; Ting et
al, 2000; Noor et al, 2000; Machado et al, 2002). But there are few welldocumented examples in animals where two clearly genetically, ecologically, and
morphologically differentiated species coexist in sympatry, and currently exchange
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some genes, but not others (e.g. Caccone et al. 1998; Thelwell et at. 2000; Gentile et
al, 2002; Cianchi et al, 2003).

Why does introgression occur?
Discerning whether hybridisation has arisen naturally or is due to human disturbance
is critical for conservation studies. Rates of interspecific hybridisation and
introgression have undoubtedly increased due to translocation and habitat
modification by humans (Allendorf et al, 2001). Habitat modification, purposeful
introduction of species and domestication can all lead to introgressive hybridisation
(Wiegand, 1935; Anderson and Stebbins, 1954; Atkinson, 1989). However,
introgressive hyridisation is not always caused by anthropogenic interference.
Geological events or climatic changes can lead to a break down in reproductive
isolation between species, resulting in the mixing of gene pools which can
eventually lead to the loss of genetically distinct populations (Bullini and Nascetti,
1990; Rhymer and Simberloff, 1996).

Where in the genome does introgression occur?
An interesting problem in spéciation research is that before reproductive isolation is
complete, some parts of the genome are able to cross the species boundary, whereas
others are not (e.g. Wang et al, 1997; Butlin, 1998; Noor et al, 20016; Beltran et al,
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2002). So what factors affect this differential ability of genes to flow between
species? Areas of the genome linked with barriers to gene exchange such as hybrid
sterility or sexual isolation would be expected to be unable, or at least unlikely to
introgress, whereas unlinked loci might be expected to flow between species more
readily. If there is female F I hybrid sterility, then mtDNA introgression will be
impossible.

All other things being equal, introns and other non-coding regions might be more
likely to show introgression than coding regions, and, where exon variation occurs,
transferences will be most likely for variants at 3'^ codon positions. If a locus is
disruptively selected, or linked to such e,g,. colour pattern genes, they will be
prevented from flowing and should not introgress. Conversely, if a mutation is
globally advantageous, it should be able to spread across the species barrier much
faster. All of these factors may be of importance when choosing gene regions to
sequence for introgression studies.

The consequences of introgression
Given the recent body of evidence for interspecific hybridisation and gene flow
between animal species in the wild, what are the possible consequences? To answer
this, it is perhaps best to start with a direct comparison with plants. In plants it is
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known that introgressive hybridisation can cause problems for conservation of rare
species, species definition, and phylogeny reconstruction. Introgressive
hybridisation has clearly played a major role in plant evolution (Arnold, 1992); and
the potential of deliberately introgressing genetic material into plants has already
been harnessed for the improvement of crops. These consequences of introgression
are all equally important, although usually less well-studied in animals.

Implications - Conservation
A large part of the animal gene flow literature to date has focused on mammals and
birds of high conservation status. Introgression of genetic material between animals
has very important implications in conservation biology (Avise, 1994; Haig, 1998).
Genes from common or introduced species can enter the rarer or native species
genome by hybridisation, resulting in the eventual loss of ‘pure’ species by
homogenisation of genomes (e.g. Grant, 1981; O’Brien and Mayr, 1991; Rhymer
and Simberloff, 1996; Pilgrim et al, 1998; Seehausen et al, 1997; Davison et al,
1999; Allendorf et al, 2001; Randi et al, 2001; Turner et al, 2001). Indeed, Randier
(2002) has shown that in bird species at least, hybridisation is more common where
one of the two species is rare. Hybrids formed between a protected species and a
non-protected relative may also suffer through losing their protection status (see
species definition implications). It has been assumed that once a species hybridises,
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it loses its identity, and therefore no longer requires protection (O’Brien and Mayr,
1991). However, rare species are the most likely to hybridise with other species and
in the most need of protection. In using this criteria for deciding which species to
protect, those most needy, rarest species are also likely to be most at risk from
hybridisation, and consequently will be most prone to removal from the endangered
list. Policies dealing with hybrids and introgression have been a subject of much
debate in recent years (e.g. Allendorf et al, 2001), but no general consensus has yet
been reached as to the appropriate legislation to enforce.

On the positive side, animal species suffering from genetic bottlenecks due to
restricted range size or isolation, may benefit from the deliberate introduction of
genetic material from different populations, or even species to prevent their decline
through inbreeding depression. One example of this is that genetic material from
the Texas cougar {Puma concolor Stanleyana) has been used in an attempt to
prevent inbreeding depression in the Florida panther {P. c. coryi), (Maehr and
Caddick, 1995; Maehr and Lacy, 2002).
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Implications - Species definition
The problem of species definition is central to the problems caused by hybridisation
and introgression between species, but links between conservation biologists and
systematists remain poor (Rojas, 1992).

Since the 18* century, the problem of how to define ‘species’ has been hotly
debated. Introgression of genetic material between species can cause especial
difficulties with regard to species definition: because species are defined on the
basis of the splitting of two evolutionary lineages into two distinct forms, problems
can arise when these two resulting forms hybridise with each other (Schwenk et al,
1995; Turner et al, 2001). In using the biological species concept to define species,
taxa which hybridise may become amalgamated into a single species. However, for
instance, some Eastern European wolves (Cants lupus) have mtDNA haplotypes
shared with domestic dogs (C. familiaris) (Randi et al, 2001; Randi and Lucchini,
2002), but these are normally thought of as separate species and worthy of
conservation, even though all dog breeds originate from domestication of wild
wolves. But this same problem of species definition can have dramatic conservation
consequences where hybridisation occurs in the wild. For example, the endangered
red wolf (Cants rufus) enjoyed full protective status until it was discovered that it
was really a natural hybrid population between Cants lupus and the coyote Cants
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latrans, and is therefore not regarded as a ‘pure’ species in its own right (Wayne and
Jenks, 1991; Nowak, 1992; Phillips and Henry, 1992; Brownlow, 1996; Nowak et
al, 1998; Randi and Lucchini, 2002). Hybridising species are not recognised under
the U.S. Endangered species act (1973), also termed the ‘hybrid policy’, which lead
to confusion over the protection of the red wolf (O’Brien and Mayr, 1991).

Spence and Gooding (1991) suggest that that molecular techniques could be used to
determine the amount of gene exchange between a given set of species, and once
this has been assessed for a number of taxa, a rational decision may be made about
how to handle hybridising species. Hudson and Coyne (2002) suggest that a
genealogical species might be defined as one showing monophyly at 95% of
sampled nuclear loci, but this would result in many ‘good’ species being joined into
a single species. Recently there has been much interest, in both the scientific
literature and the media, about using molecular data as a form of ‘DNA barcode’ by
which species can be identified (Blaxter, 2003; Hebert et al, 2003; Mallet and
Willmott, 2003). This idea seems tempting as a quick-fix solution for identifying the
world’s biodiversity, but the existence of introgression and hybridisation mean that
these methods can be unreliable for closely related species.
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Implications- Commercial
Introgression of genetic material in commercially important species has huge
financial implications, and therefore over 38% of the animal introgression papers
concern species of commercial importance.

Historically commercial animal species have been selected for their beneficial traits
and crossed using artificial selection. With advances in recombinant DNA
technology, this has gone a stage further, with genes being deliberately introduced
into commercial animal species in order to improve certain traits (Yancovich et al,
1996; Golden, 2000). For instance, introgression of a plumage colour mutation into
commercial Japanese quail to allow for auto-sexing (Minvielle et al, 1999, 2000).
Other examples include introgressing genes to increase lamb production (Gootwine
et al, 2001; Weimann et al, 2001); using growth hormones to increase salmon size
(Hedrick, 2001); and introducing a gene to prevent fish from developing melanoma
(Anders et al, 1991). Ever since the 1990’s when commercial companies brought
these genetically modified organisms (GMOs) into the public forum, there has been
a large amount of concern, and questions have arisen regarding their safety (Arriola,
1997; Burrows, 1999; Ellstrand eta l, 1999; Gliddon, 1999; W olfenbarger and
Phifer, 2000; Nash, 2000; Pearce, 2000). Major concerns include the accidental
transfer of introduced genes to other organisms, the effects on non-target organisms
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(for pest resistant transgenes), extinction of indigenous species, the health of humans
and animals and the adverse effects on wildlife due to change in farming practices
(Diamond, 1999; Perez et al, 2001). So far, the concern has been largely
concentrated on transgenic plants (but see Bruggemann, 1993; Levidow and Kahn,
1996), because of the commonly held belief that genetic material cannot pass from
one species to another in animals. Guidelines for evaluating the risk of transgenic
crops have been published (e.g. Rissler and Mellon, 1996), but so far no equivalent
set o f guidelines exists for transgenic animals. Recent evidence from a number of
fish studies suggest that gene introgression has occurred between cultured and wild
populations (e.g. Cagigas et al, 1999; Garcia-Martin et al, 1999; Hansen et al, 2000;
Epifanio and Philipp, 2000; Utter, 2000; Allendorf et al, 2001; Martinez et al, 2001;
Campbell et al, 2002). Commercial breeders need to carefully balance the benefits
of introducing new stock, as introgression of alien genotypes with current gene
pools may result in the disruption of local adaptation, or in the loss of desirable
characteristics (e.g. Cronin etal, 1995; Teale eta l, 1995; Conover, 1998).
Interspecific hybridisation can also disrupt the normal resistance of plant and animal
species to their parasites (Fritz et al, 1999).

Aside from breeding of animals, gene introgression has other commercial
applications such as pest control. Experiments are currently underway to test the
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feasibility of introducing inducible fatality genes (IFG’s), or inducible sterility genes
(ISO’s) via transgenic individuals into a pest population to reduce numbers (Davis et
al, 1999).

Conversely, hybrids between species may well stabilise to become “hybrid species”.
Such species could become pests themselves due to an increased competitive ability
(e.g. Bullini and Nascetti, 1989). Additionally, natural introgression can cause pest
species to become more of a problem. For instance, chromosomal rearrangements,
mitochondrial haplotypes and M r, a mutation responsible for resistance to
pyrethroid insecticides have all been shown to spread between sibling species and
geographic races of the Anopheles gambiae group of species through introgression
(Caccone et al, 1998; Thelwell et al, 2000; Weill et al, 2000; Gentile et al, 2002).

Implications - Evolution
The role that interspecific hybridisation and introgression may play in the evolution
of animal species has always been a subject of much debate. Mayr (1963) held the
view that introgression is unimportant, whereas Anderson (1949) felt that it
presented a means of introducing new gene combinations into species genomes,
which could be exploited. Some authors even implicated introgressive hybridisation
as having the potential to lead to the extinction of species (Rhymer and Simberloff,
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1996; Allendorf et al, 2001). There is still much debate, but generally it is agreed
that interspecific hybridisation plays some role in the evolution of animal species,
although how much influence it has is still largely unknown (Heiser, 1973; Arnold,
1992, 2001; Dowling and Secor, 1997).

Introgression can have important implications for evolutionary biology, as
interspecific hybridisation provides favourable conditions for rapid and major
evolution (Grant and Grant, 1992). Hybridisation produces novel combinations of
genes and alleles, which can lead to greater adaptability and diversification (Barton
and Hewitt, 1985; Woodruff, 1989; Allendorf et al, 2001; Gerber et al, 2001). Only
a small amount of gene flow may be sufficient to override other evolutionary forces
such as mutation, drift and selection (Slatkin, 1987, Ellstrand et al, 1999).

Hybrids are often inferior in some way compared to parental forms (Coyne, 1992;
Wu and Davis, 1993; Wu and Palopoli, 1994). However, this is not necessarily
always the case (e.g. Barton and Hewitt, 1985; De Marais et al, 1992; Moore and
Price, 1993; Reiseberg eta l, 1996; Arnold eta l, 1999, 2001; Parris, 2001;
Hasselquist, 2001; Veen et al, 2001). There may even be hybrid vigour, where
hybrids fare better than either parent, particularly if the parental species are inbred
(Burke and Arnold, 2001; Grant and Grant, 1992). When both parents are well65

adapted to suit their own habitats, it would seem likely that a hybrid between the
two species will be less well adapted, being intermediate between the two. However,
this can make them more generalist and more able to exploit a range of available
habitats and resources, and may prove beneficial in a changing environment
(Anderson and Stebbins, 1954; Lewontin and Birch, 1966; Barton, 2001). This can
lead to the evolution of new species (e.g. Bullini and Nascetti, 1990).

Implications - Phylogeny reconstruction and biogeography

There has been much recent debate about how phytogenies should be constructed.
Historically, morphological characters have been used to identify species, and these
same characters were used in phylogeny reconstruction. Over the last few decades,
this has become problematic due to a lack of funding for ‘alpha taxonomy’ and a
decrease in the number of trained taxonomists. With the recent advances in
molecular techniques, and particularly with the advent of PCR, DNA sequence data
have been favoured as a technique for phylogeny reconstruction. DNA sequences
are particularly useful for this purpose as they give a virtually unlimited supply of
independent characters, whereas morphological characters are limited, have varying
but unknown degrees of non-independence, making phytogenies unreliable. Most
authors today use molecular data to construct trees, either using mitochondrial genes
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alone (e.g. Dowling et al, 1992; Hebert et al, 2003), or a combination of
mitochondrial and nuclear loci (e.g. Saetre et al, 2001; Beltran et al, 2002). Others
argue for an integrated approach using a combination of morphological characters
and DNA sequence data (e.g. Sota and Vogler, 2001). The literature on methods of
phylogeny reconstruction, and debates about gene trees versus species trees has been
reviewed recently by Brower et al, 1996.

Introgression can cause problems to arise when using gene genealogies to represent
the true organismal phylogeny. If there has been hybridisation in the past, there may
be introgression of genetic material at some loci, but not at others creating
discordant genealogies which can cause confusion (Smith, 1992; Brower et al, 1996;
Sang and Zhong, 2000; Tosi et al, 2000; Holder et al, 2001; Rosenberg, 2002).
Inclusion of hybrid taxa in a phylogeny may lead to increased amounts of
homoplasy which may disrupt the relationships of other taxa (McDade, 1995). If
spéciation has been recent, this may result in incomplete lineage sorting with species
sharing ancestral haplotypes (e.g. Avise et al, 1990; Klicka et al, 1999).
Additionally, gene flow between species can cause problems when estimating
genetic divergence times as it can bias genetic distances (McKinnon and Rundle,

2002).
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Neutral genes have often been proposed as the best to use in constructing
genealogies, as those under selection may converge

when they are exposed to

similar environments (Clarke et al, 1998). This approach may, however^ be
misleading in sympatric species as introgression may occur, and therefore in this
situation it may be wise to use genes under divergent selection if possible. In any
case, rapidly-evolving gene regions are preferred for closely related taxa, as only the
most rapidly evolving nucleotide sites will have accumulated substitutions (Kocher
et al, 1989). Additionally, multiple unlinked loci should be used to ensure the best
topology is found (Ballard, 2000).

Single gene trees do not necessarily reflect the ‘true’ organismal tree. Introgression
between animal species means that traditional phylogenies based on morphological
characters may not accurately reflect the organismal tree, as hybridisation between
species will often go undetected phenotypically. Some authors believe that several
gene trees, along with morphological trees should be combined in order to elucidate
the best theory of relationships in a given set of taxa. For many cases this may be the
best solution, but needs to be assessed on a case by case basis, as highly discordant
genealogies may lead to a loss of resolution in the consensus tree (Ballard, 2000).
Kliman et al (2000) use a new method they term “divergence population genetics”
(DPG) to perform detailed population genetics analysis of species divergence at
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multiple loci, coupled with analysis of common patterns among loci. This is a
potentially powerful technique for investigating species divergence where there is
gene flow at some, but not all loci.

Distinguishing introgression from ancestral polymorphism and balancing selection
is vital in establishing the reason for non-concordance of topologies (Avise and Ball,
1990; Goodman e ta l, 1999; Harrison and Bogdanowicz, 1997. Dobzhansky (1951)
noted that the presence of characters from two species in individuals does not
necessarily indicate hybridity but that the individuals may represent the remnants of
the ancestral population out of which the two species differentiated.

Biogeographical information may be useful in distinguishing whether non
concordance of character sets is due to recent introgression or ancestral
polymorphism. Good et al (2003) used phylogeography to predict expected spatial
patterns in two species of chipmunks, and with this information were able to
attribute the given pattern to introgression. They used the assumption that
introgressed alleles are expected to be more common near to contact zones
(Barbujani et al, 1994).
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Evidence for introgression within genealogies may elucidate the biogeography of a
set of taxa. For instance, in one study mtDNA introgression was found between two
species of Japanese land snail {Euhadra peliomphala and E.brandtii). Since recent
contact between the species was deemed unlikely, this was assumed to be evidence
of past hybridisation via a landbridge that existed in the early Pleistocene (Shimizu
and Ueshima, 2000).

F u tu re directions
We know that there can be some flow of genetic material between closely related
animal species in the wild, and we understand that this can have many consequences
for fields as diverse as conservation, agriculture and systematics. The next question
might be; “where next?” Studies that have been carried out to date are limited and
specific to certain taxa, and use a limited subset of genetic loci. Many more taxa and
loci would be needed in order to quantify how widespread introgression really is in
the wild. Additionally, given that genes can successfully flow between animal
species, it would be advantageous to quantify this in terms of how much, how often
and the factors affecting which gene regions are most likely to introgress. More
extensive studies into the number of animal species which naturally form hybrids
would also be beneficial.
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Chapter 3 - Molecular evidence for gene flow
between species of Heliconius butterflies

Abstract
The view that gene flow between animal species is unimportant largely pre-dates
today's sensitive molecular techniques. Here I investigate an overlapping pair of
sister species, the butterflies Heliconius cydno and H. melpomene. We sequenced
mitochondrial COI/COII, and introns of sex-linked Tpi and autosomal Mpi. MtDNA
and Tpi genealogies are consistent with reciprocal monophyly, whereas sympatric
populations of the two species share haplotypes at Mpi despite evidence for rapid
sequence evolution at this locus, giving strong evidence for recent gene flow. These
results demonstrate how the boundaries between animal species can remain porous
to gene flow long after spéciation.
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Introduction
Introgression may play a key evolutionary role in plants (Arnold, 1997; Rieseberg,
1997), but is considered rare and controversial in animals (Dowling and Secor,
1997). This is due largely to the observation that animals hybridize rarely per
individual, but also stems from the difficulty of detecting hybrids and generally
“negative attitudes toward hybridisation” among zoologists (Dowling and Secor,
1997). Yet interspecific hybridisation is fairly common per species: for instance,
hybrids are known between 9% of bird species (Grant and Grant, 1992) and 11% of
European butterfly species (Guillamin and Descimon, 1976). Until recently we have
lacked suitable genetic tools, and introgression between animal species has been
observed only rarely (e.g. Wang et al, 1997; Ting et al, 2000; Machado et al, 2002).
Even if rare, natural hybridisation could have very important consequences in
ecology, evolution and conservation (Dowling and Secor, 1997), while introgression
seems especially important to understand as genetically modified (GM) organisms
begin to be released.

Heliconius butterflies are a rapidly radiating, tropical group, well known for diverse
warning colors involved in Müllerian mimicry (Mallet et al, 1998). This study uses
the sister species Heliconius cydno and H. melpomene, which overlap throughout
Central America and the Northern Andes (Brower, 1996; Beltran et al, 2002). They
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differ strongly in mimetic color pattern, as well as in larval and adult ecology
(Mallet et al, 1998; Smiley, 1978; Estrada and Jiggins, 2002). Mitochondrial DNA
divergence suggests the two species formed about 1.5 million years ago (Brower,
1996; Beltran et al, 2002). Natural hybrids between these species are known in areas
of overlap, but are usually rare due to strong assortative mating (Jiggins et al,
2001a), resulting in less than one in every 1000 individuals (Mallet et al, 1998).
Introgression is, however, possible because although F I hybrid females are sterile,
in accordance with Haldane’s Rule, males are fertile and hybrids of both sexes are
viable (Naisbit et al, 2002).

There is direct evidence for hybridisation between H.melpomene and H.cydno in the
form of museum specimens identified as FI and backcross individuals. However,
hybridisation does not necessarily mean that there has been gene flow, as
introgressed alleles may be selected against and lost soon after entering a population
(Harrison, 1990). This study tests whether introgression has occurred between the
two species, and whether phylogenetic analysis and sequence-based population
genetic parameters uphold this finding.
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Methods
Sampling methods
A total of 31 wild butterflies were sampled (29 males and 2 females), 10 each of
H.melpomene from Panama, H.melpomene from French Guiana and H.cydno from
Panama, and 1 H. numata as an outgroup taxon. Butterflies were collected in the
field, tissue was preserved in liquid nitrogen, and wings stored in envelopes, which
are stored at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama. For a list of
individuals used, see Chapter 4, Table 5.; for details of collection localities, see
Naisbit et al, 2002. From each individual, 1/3 of a thorax was ground in liquid
nitrogen and the genomic DNA extracted using the standard phenol-chloroform
method, Harrison et al (1987).

Choice o f loci
To investigate possible introgression, multiple sequences were obtained from three
genomic regions: 1573bp of mitochondrial DNA (cytochrome oxidase I and II —

COI/COn), 620bp of a Z (sex)-linked locus (intron 3 of triose-phosphate isomerase
— Tpi), and 453bp of an autosomal locus (intron 3 of mannose-6-phosphate
isomerase —Mpi).
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A region of mtDNA spanning the 3' end of cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI),
leucine tRNA, and cytochrome oxidase subunit II (COII) was selected as a
mitochondrial gene. The identity of this region was confirmed by comparison to
sequences of H. cydno (GenBank accession U0851) and D. yakuba (GenBank
accession X03240). COI/COn was chosen as a useful mitochondrial gene as it has
been used in many insect studies, and a similar, although shorter region was used in
previous Heliconius phylogenetics studies (Brower, 1996; Brower and Egan, 1997).

Tpi is an important enzyme for carbohydrate metabolism encoded by a sex-linked
nuclear gene in Lepidoptera (Logsden et al, 1995). For Tpi, the primers were
situated in exon 3 and 4 of Heliothis (GenBank accession U23080) and spanned
intron 3 of the Tpi gene. Previous work has shown that the region amplified is
inherited in a Mendelian manner and is sex-linked in melpomene, as expected for the
Tpi allozyme (Jiggins et al., 2001a; A. Tobler, personal communication). This gene
was chosen as it is the only known example of a sex-linked nuclear gene in
Heliconius.

M pi is encoded by an autosomal gene and the expressed protein is highly
polymorphic in Lepidoptera (Jiggins etal., 1997; Raijmann et al., 1997; Beltran,
1999). The M pi primers were situated in exons 3 and 4 {Homo sapiens GenBank
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accession numbers AF227216 and AF227217) and amplified intron 3. Mpi was
chosen as it a good example of a rapidly-evolving single copy autosomal nuclear
gene. Both the Tpi and Mpi regions selected span large introns, which have been
shown to be useful markers for analyzing hybridisation and introgression between
closely related species (Pacheco et al, 2002).

PCR and sequencing methods

Mitochondrial gene PCR
The region was amplified from genomic DNA in two parts using primers Jerry and
Pat for COI and George III and Imelda for COII (For a list of primers used, see
Chapter 4, Table 6.). 25|xl reactions contained 2pl of DNA, Ix buffer, 2 mM MgClj,
0.8 mM dNTPs, 0.5mM of each primer and 0.025u/pl of Amplitaq polymerase. Both
pairs of primers used a cycling profile of 94 °C for 1 min., then (48°C for 45 sec.
and 72°C for 60 sec., 4 cycles), followed by (94°C for 45 sec., 52°C for 45 sec. and
72°C for 1:30 sec., for 29 cycles). PCR products were electrophoretically separated
on 1.5% low melting point agarose with ethidium bromide (Ipg/m l). Bands were
cut from the gel and dissolved in gelase.
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N uclear gene PCR and cloning
Double-stranded DNA was synthesised in 25|li1 reactions containing 2 |i l of genomic
DNA, Ix buffer, 3mM MgClj, 0.8mM dNTPs, 0.5mM of each primer, and 0.03u/^Z
of Taq gold polymerase {Tpi), or Amplitaq {Mpi).
Tpi was amplified using the following step-cycle profile: 94°C for 7 min., then (94°C
for 45 sec., 58°C for 45 sec., 72°C for Im 45 sec. for 10 cycles) with the annealing
temperature reduced 0.5 °C per cycle, then 25 cycles with annealing temperature of
53 °C. Mpi amplification was carried out using the following step-cycle profile: 94
°C for 3 min., then (94°C for 40 sec., 55°C for 40 sec, 72°C for 45 sec. for 34 cycles).
The PCR products obtained from genomic DNA were then run in a low-melting
point agarose gel as for mtDNA and the bands excised and dissolved in gelase. The
gelase products were cloned to obtain the sequence for each allele, using pGEM®-T
Easy Vector System II (Promega). Five or more clones per individual were
selected; re-PCR’d, and run in an agarose gel. Positive bands were excised and
dissolved in gelase.

TTG E
To check for duplicate loci, I screened for heterozygotes using Temporal
Temperature Gradient gel Electrophoresis (TTGE) or heteroduplex gels which were
run for PCR products from all individuals used in this study; several broods were
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also tested to verify Mendelian segregation. TTGE can be used to screen DNA
fragments for small sequence changes or point mutations, based on the melting
behaviour of DNA molecules (Orita et al, 1989). For Mpi, 8 |il of double stranded
PCR product was run on a temporal temperature gradient gel using the BioRad
‘Dcode’ system to confirm that no more than two alleles were amplified per
individual. Gels contained 8% acrylamide and 1.75 TAB, and were run from 46 53°C at a temperature ramp of 1°C per hour. For both Tpi and Mpi, no more than
two alleles were observed in any individual, and both autosomal and sex-linked loci
behaved as expected in broods. The region amplified by the primers segregate in a
Mendelian manner and was inherited in complete linkage with the Mpi allozyme
locus in broods of H. erato (A. Tobler, personal communication).

Cycle sequencing and purification
The PCR templates from all loci were cycle sequenced using external primers, and a
number of additional internal primers for mtDNA (Chapter 4, Table 6). The 10p,l
cycle sequence reaction mixture contained 2\i\ dRhodamine, 2pl Halfterm, l|il
primer, and 5|xl template. The cycle profile was 96°C for 15 sec., then cooling at 1
°C / sec to 50°C, then heating at 1 °C / sec to 60°C for 4 minutes, repeated for 24
cycles. This product was cleaned over Centrisep columns filled with 700|il G-50
Sephadex and dried.
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Sequencing
The samples were re-suspended in 0.9|Li1 of a 5:1 deionized formamide: blue
dextran/EDTA (pH 8.0) solution, denatured at 90°C for two minutes and loaded into
6% acrylamide gels. Gels were run on an ABI Prism 377 Sequencer (PE Applied
Biosystems) for 7 hours.

Sequence alignment
Chromatograms for all genes were edited, base calls checked and an alignment
constructed manually using SEQUENCHER 3.1 (Gene Codes Corporation, Inc). All
single base polymorphisms which occurred in only one or two individuals were
checked to ensure they were real prior to phylogenetic analysis.

Taq error and allele selection
Unlike mitochondrial genes, nuclear genes can have two alleles in an individual (if
diploid). This necessitates cloning of PCR products in order to separate the two
alleles prior to sequencing. PCR can itself generate taq errors, where a single base
will be substituted; but this is compounded when the extra steps of cloning and a
second PCR step are added to the process (Wang and Wang, 1997; Bracho et
a/,1998; Kobayashi et al, 1999). In order to minimise this problem, I sequenced a
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minimum of 5 clones per individual. These were aligned and sorted into allele 1 or
allele 2 (where heterozygous), and the consensus sequence was deduced by
assuming that single-base taq induced error was likely to occur only once. I also
found one clone with a recombinant recombinant Tpi allele, which matched one
allele for part of its length and then matched the other allele for the rest, in an
individual that also contained both parental alleles This was presumed to be due to a
cloned PCR error.

Phylogenetic analysis
All sequences were checked for reading-frame errors and termination codons and
translated to functional peptide sequences in MacClade 4.0 (Maddison and
Maddison, 1997). Final sequences are deposited under Genbank accessions
AF512970-AF512993 (COI/COII), AF516210-AF516255 {M pi\ and AF545437AF545469 {Tpi). Phylogenetic analyses were performed with PAUP* version 4.0b8
(Swofford, 2000). Models of sequence evolution were compared by means of
likelihood ratio tests using ModelTest 3.04 (Posada and Crandall, 1998). PAUP*
was then used to search for the maximum likelihood (ML) tree, based on the best fit
model and parameter estimates given by ModelTest (table 2) and using a heuristic
search with tree bisection reconnection (TBR). Confidence in each node was tested
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using the likelihood-ratio test implemented by PAUP*, which sequentially collapses
branch lengths to zero and compares resulting topologies to the ML tree.

For comparison, maximum parsimony (MP) trees were obtained using a heuristic
search with TBR branch swapping. The consensus tree was calculated using
majority rule. Confidence in each node was assessed by bootstrapping (10000
replicates, Fast Stepwise Addition (FSA) with TBR branch swapping). These trees
agreed with maximum likelihood genealogies for all major nodes, with one
exception. The best maximum likelihood tree for the COI/COII data (In L = 2946.15) has H. melpomene paraphyletic with respect to H, cydno, while maximum
parsimony supported mutual monophyly of the species with a high (92%) bootstrap
value. When monophyly of H. melpomene was added as a constraint, the likelihood
was not significantly worse (In L = -2946.90); I show this second COI/COn tree in
Fig. 3a since it makes fewest assumptions.

Polymorphisms, divergence estimates and Fst
In addition to phylogenetic analysis, the data were analyzed using a range of
population genetic parameters.
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Polymorphism and divergence estimates were calculated using SITES 1.1 (Hey and
Wakeley, 1997). Fixed differences are defined as “sites at which all of the sequences
in one sample are different from all of the sequences in a second sample”, (Hey,
1991). Shared polymorphisms can be defined as the same two bases at a single
position appearing in both population samples. These parameters work under the
assumption that fixed differences will accumulate, and shared polymorphisms will
diminish over time since the populations or species split. When there are large
numbers of fixed differences between populations, there is good evidence that the
species separated some time ago, whereas high numbers of shared polymorphisms
indicate recent divergence or ongoing gene flow between species.

Net divergence is the difference between the average inter-population pairwise
divergence and the average intra-population pairwise divergence; and is useful as it
allows the calculation of divergence resulting solely from between-species
differences. Divergence estimates provide an estimate of similarity between
sequences from different populations or species, with high overall sequence
divergence between groups indicating a long time since they split.

Estimates of F,f and exact contingency table tests of homogeneity were based on
haplotype clade data and performed using GENEPOP 3.3 (Raymond and Rousset,
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1995). Fj, is the proportion of the total genetic variance contained in a subpopulation
relative to the total genetic variance. Values can range from 0 to 1, with a tow? value
implying a considerable degree of differentiation among populations.

Results
As expected if allelic coalescence has occurred since the split between the two
species, the maximum likelihood genealogy for COI/COII (Fig. 3a) is consistent
with reciprocal monophyly for H. melpomene andH. cydno, with 2.5-3.0% net
divergence between species (Table 3). A previous parsimony study of COI/COII
found French Guiana and Panama haplotypes of H. melpomene to be distinct, and
suggested that the French Guiana clade was sister to a clade including Panama H.
melpomene and H. cydno (Brower, 1996), making H, melpomene paraphyletic with
respect to H. cydno at this locus. Our results differ in that although melpomene
paraphyly has a marginally greater likelihood, mutual monophyly could not be
rejected. The paraphyly of H. melpomene as found by Brower (1996) in a parsimony
analysis is, however strongly rejected by equal-weighted parsimony bootstrapping
(Fig. 3a) whether or not we include Brower’s sequences in the analysis. The
difference between the two analyses is probably due tto the greater sequence length
used here (1573 bp vs. 942 bp). Tpi (Fig. 3b) gives a ^similar genealogy, with a net
divergence of 1.4-2.5% between species (Table 3). B(oth COI/COII and Tpi also
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show strong differentiation between French Guiana and Panama H.melpomene
(0.4% and 1.3% respectively). In contrast, Mpi demonstrates a convincing lack of
reciprocal monophyly between H. cydno and H. melpomene (Fig. 3c): net
divergence between these species within Panama (0.03%) is much less than between
populations of H. melpomene (1.91%, Table 3). In Fig. 3, the major branches or
clades of the genealogy were classified allowing homogeneity tests of clade
frequency between populations for each locus. There was highly significant
differentiation {P < 0.007) for all pairwise comparisons except between sympatric
H. cydno and H. melpomene at Mpi (P = 0.056). Within M pi clades, several very
similar or identical sequences are shared by the two species in Panama (in clades II,
III, and VI). No sequences of the highly distinct clade I have yet been found within
16 H.melpomene haplotypes from Panama, but this is unsurprising with only four
clade I sequences in a total of 30 Mpi haplotypes in H.cydno and H.melpomene from
Panama: under the null hypothesis of equal frequency, P = (1 - 4/30)'^ = 0.1. For
Mpi, the proportion of total allelic diversity found between species in Panama is
only

= 0.13, compared with

= 0.60 between the French Guiana and Panama

populations of H. melpomene for the same locus. In all other pairwise population
comparisons for all three genes,

varies between 0.39 and 0.69. Four sequences at

Mpi were identical across taxa (Fig. 3c, clade VI), wiith a 280bp deletion spanning
most of the intron. These sequences contained very little phylogenetic information,
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and were therefore placed basally by maximum likelihood. These alleles segregated
in a Mendelian fashion when TTGE gel electrophoresis was performed with broods.

Discussion
Why should Mpi not have coalesced between the two species when the other two
genes have done so? Two major explanations seem possible: (1) retention of
ancestral Mpi polymorphism across the species boundary between H. cydno and H.
melpomene, or (2) selective introgression of Mpi since spéciation. Ancestral
polymorphism seems plausible at first glance because the effective population size
(Ng) should be higher for autosomal Mpi than for sex-linked Tpi and maternally
inherited COI/COII. However, given a 1:1 sex ratio, ratios of Ng among the three
gene regions (4:3:1 respectively) are not large: for example, average coalescence
time for Mpi should be only 1.33-fold that for Tpi. It seems possible that the
intraspecific diversity at Mpi (l% -5% average pairwise divergence) is maintained by
balancing selection. However, these “zero introgression” explanations would require
extremely low rates of evolution within each ancestral M pi allele to explain the
presence of identical and near-identical intron sequences in species that split over 1
million years ago. Ancestral polymorphism is unlikely because rates of divergence
at Mpi introns are similar or even faster than rates at COI/COII and Tpi when tested
among more distantly related species (Beltran et al, 2002).
I ll

The second hypothesis, recent introgression at Mpi, provides a better explanation.
Perhaps the most convincing evidence of introgression in Panama is seen when we
compare the results for geographic populations within melpomene. In contrast to
very low divergence and shared Mpi haplotypes between H. cydno and H.
melpomene within Panama, net Mpi divergence between races of melpomene is
similar to that at other loci (Fig. 3c, Table 3). The allopatric French Guiana
melpomene population acts as a control for divergence at this locus, and so the much
lower net divergence (1/60) between melpomene and cydno in Panama is clearly
aberrant. Additional evidence comes from nucleotide polymorphisms (Table 4). The
number of fixed differences is expected to increase with time since a split between
populations (Hey, 1991; Wakeley and Hey, 1997). For COI/COII and Tpi, our data
are consistent with an ancient split between H. melpomene and H. cydno, and a
much more recent split, or ongoing introgression between the two H. melpomene
races. Only at Mpi are a large number of polymorphisms shared between H. cydno
and H. melpomene, and then only in sympatric Panama populations. This striking
pattern can be explained only as a result of recent or ongoing interspecific gene flow
in Panama.
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Some loci embedded in strongly selected genomic regions may be less likely to
cross the species boundary than others (Ting et al, 2000). Our data are consistent
with knowledge of sterility between H.melpomene and H.cydno. Female hybrids
between the two species are sterile (Naisbit et al, 2002), which should prevent
mitochondrial transfer (Sperling, 1994). Female hybrids between Panama and
French Guiana H. melpomene are also sterile, but in only one direction of the cross
(Jiggins et al, 20012?), so mitochondrial transfer should still sometimes be possible
between these races. Tpi may have a similar genealogy to COI/COII because the
former is strongly associated with sex-linked sterility in Heliconius crosses (Naisbit
et al, 2002; Jiggins et al, 20012?). In contrast, introgression of autosomal Mpi
haplotypes between H. cydno and H. melpomene may be possible within Panama
because of an absence of any association with sterility.

Introgression may play an important role in the evolution of Heliconius. H.
timareta, H. tristero and H. heurippa occur in the Eastern Andes and are currently
considered separate species, although mitochondrial sequences place them with
clades of H. cydno (Brower, 1996; Beltran et al, 2002). These taxa have red-marked
color patterns potentially derived from those present in nearby races of H.
melpomene. It seems likely that introgression of color pattern alleles may have been
exploited as a source of ready-made mimetic adaptations. The use of a shared color
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pattern ‘toolbox’ of autosomal genes has been suggested as an explanation for
homoplasious color pattern evolution throughout the H. melpomene - silvaniform
clade of the genus Heliconius (Beltran et al, 2002; Gilbert, 2002), in which many
species are also prone to hybridize (Mallet et al, 1998); our evidence for
introgression between two members of this subgroup at an autosomal locus lends the
argument some credence.

Conclusions
This work adds to a small but growing body of evidence showing that genetic
material can pass regularly, albeit sparingly, between related animal species in
nature (Machado et al, 2002). If it is generally true that closely related, ecologically
distinct animal species are not entirely isolated, the nature of such species, their
ecology, causes of spéciation (Arnold, 1997; Machado et al, 2002), phylogeny
reconstruction (Sang and Zhong, 2000), as well as conservation issues concerning
hybridizing populations (Allendorf et al, 2001) and GM organisms (Ellstrand et al,
1999) may all need re-evaluating. If some but not all genes can cross the species
boundary in the wild, such results may also suggest safer strategies for the release of
GM organisms. For example, it should be possible to prevent the escape of genes by
using only transgenic constructs integrated within genomic regions under strong
divergent selection.
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Table 2 - Gene region summary statistics and maximum likelihood model
parameters.

COI/11

Tpi

Mpi

30

45

45

1573

621

453

92

62

70

1

55

66

91

7

4

No. variable sites by codon position

9/0/82

2/0/5

1/0/3

Maximum likelihood model selected

TrN+I+G

TrN+G

HKY+G

Proportion of invariable sites (1)

0.80

-

-

Gamma distribution shape parameter (G)

0.90

0.22

0.44

0.34

0.36

0.37

C

0.13

0.14

0.13

G

0.12

0.18

0.11

T

0.41

0.32

0.39

1

1

1

A-G

13.58

1.43

1.50

A-T

1

1

1

C-G

1

1

1

C-T

35.7

3.6

1.50

G-T

1

1

1

No, of haplotypes sequenced
No. of base pairs
Total no. variable sites
No. variable sites in non-coding region
No. variable sites in coding region

Base composition

Substitution rates

A

A-C
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Table 3 - Uncorrected average pairwise divergence per base pair (on and above
diagonal), net pairwise divergence (below diagonal).

COI/COII

H. melpomene

H. cydno

H. melpomene

Panama

French Guiana

Panama

Panama

0.0092

0.0146

0.0376

French Guiana

0.0038

0.0125

0.0345

Panama

0.0299

0.0251

0.0063

Tpi

H. melpomene

H. cydno

H. melpomene

H. cydno

H. cydno

Panama

French Guiana

Panama

Panama

0.0079

0.0218

0.0283

French Guiana

0.0133

0.0078

0.0402

Panama

0.0136

0.0255

0.0212

Mpi

H. melpomene

H. cydno

H. melpomene

H. cydno

Panama

French Guiana

Panama

Panama

0.0394

0.0449

0.0454

French Guiana

0.0191

0.0109

0.0515

Panama

0.0003

0.0201

0.0497
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Table 4 - Numbers of shared single nucleotide polymorphisms and fixed
differences.

Locus

MP/MFG

MP/CP

CP/MFG

Shared

Fixed

Shared

Fixed

Shared

Fixed

polymor

differ

polymor

differ

polymor

differ

phisms

ences

phisms

ences

phisms

ences

COI/II

38

0

5

32

5

27

Tpi

4

0

1

3

1

3

Mpi

4

0

37

0

4

1
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F igure 3 - Maximum likelihood genealogies for a) COI/COII, b) Tpi, c) Mpi.
Branch lengths were estimated using likelihood. Parsimony bootstrap values (>70%)
are given above the nodes, taken from the equivalent nodes on the parsimony trees.
Insertions or deletions (indels) supporting groupings are shown as thick black lines.
Homoplasious indels, not concordant with the given topologies are shown as
triangles. Major branches or “clades”, mostly supported by high bootstrap values or
indels are identified using Roman numerals.

M FC = H. melpomene (French Guiana), MP = H. melpomene (Panama) and
CP = H. cydno (Panama).
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Figure 3a
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Figure 3c
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Chapter 4 - Selective gene flow between species
of Heliconius butterflies

Abstract
A number of studies have shown that there can be gene flow between animal species
at some, but not all loci. Chapter 3 of this thesis shows evidence for recent
introgression between the sympatric butterfly species Heliconius melpomene and H.
cydno at an autosomal locus, Mpi. In contrast, no evidence for gene flow was found
at a mitochondrial locus (COI/COII), or a sex-linked locus {Tpi). Here a further two
autosomal loci are sequenced in the same individuals to test whether gene flow is
common to all autosomal loci, or if Mpi represents an exception. The data show
evidence for gene flow at Ci, but no gene flow at Dde, and demonstrate that the
phylogenetic pattern is not always clearly delineated. The different topologies
revealed by the five genealogies reveal problems that can arise when using DNA as
a tool for taxonomy and phytogeny reconstruction.
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Introduction
It is well documented that some plant species can exchange genes with close
relatives by hybridisation, and a growing body of recent evidence indicates that the
same may also be true in animal taxa (e.g. Ting et al, 2000; Wang et al, 1997;
Machado et al, 2002; Chapters 2 and 3, this thesis). The question now is not ‘can
introgression occur between animal species?’, but rather ‘how often, at which loci
and w hy?’

It is recognised that some regions of the genome may introgress more readily than
others (Clarke et al, 1996; della Torre et al, 1997; Wang et al, 1997; Reiseberg et al,
1999; Jiang et al, 2000; Ting et al, 2000; Noor et al, 2001; Machado et al, 2002). In
hybridising species, natural selection will reduce gene flow in genomic regions
associated with sterility or species-specific adaptations. Conversely, genes unlinked
to loci coding for barriers to gene exchange may be able to penetrate the species
boundary more easily, as predicted by the divergence-with-gene-flow model of
spéciation (Maynard-Smith, 1966). In this way, species can be maintained that are
distinct from each other at some genes, in spite of gene flow at other loci. While it is
known that some areas of the genome can exchange genetic material, most previous
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studies lack sufficient loci to be able to determine how frequently introgression
occurs (Noor et al, 2001).
Ting et al, (2000) found that a nuclear gene region tightly linked to hybrid sterility
between Drosophila mauritiana and D. simulans showed no evidence for
introgression, however a region less than 2kb away showed a different topology
consistent with gene exchange. Thus introgression may be widespread throughout
the genome in closely related species that still hybridise.

Heliconius are a diverse tropical group of butterflies, famous for their Müllerian
mimicry. Previous studies using this group have documented evidence for gene flow
between closely related Heliconius species at some, but not all loci (Beltran et al,
2002; Chapter 3, this thesis). A pattern consistent with reciprocal monophyly of the
species was found at both mitochondrial (COI/COII) and sex-linked {Tpi) loci, but
introgression of alleles between species was observed at the only autosomal locus
{Mpi) sampled. Further autosomal loci were needed to investigate whether
introgression of the type observed for Mpi was widespread throughout the genome.

Here I investigate two additional autosomal loci. Dopa decarboxylase {Dde) and
Cubitus interruptus {Ci), using the same individuals of Heliconius melpomene and
H. cydno as in Chapter 3.
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Methods

Choice o f loci
I chose introns of Dde and Ci because both are rapidly evolving nuclear loci and are
thought to be single-copy. Dde is involved in the melanin pathway in Lepidoptera,
where it catalyses the conversion of dopa to dopamine. Cl is a transcription factor
serving to activate the transcription of wingless (Motzny and Holmgren, 1995), and
involved in wing-patterning in some butterflies (Beldade and Brakefield, 2002).
Primers were designed by Owen McMillan et al. (unpub.) using comparisons
between sequences from Heliconius himera, Precis coenia and Drosophila
melanogaster for Ci, and from H. himera, Manduca sexta and D. melanogaster for
Dde.

PCR and sequencing methods
Samples used were as for Chapter 3, and PCR reactions used the same protocols. For
a list of individuals used see Table 5, and for primers see Table 6. For Dde, I used a
step-cycle profile of 94 °C for 2 min., then 30 cycles of (94°C for 30 sec., 53°C for 1
min and 72°C for 45 sec). For Ci, I used a step-cycle profile of 94 °C for 2 min., then
35 cycles of (94°C for 30 sec., 58°C for 1 min and 72°C for 45 sec). Dde proved
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difficult to amplify, and re-amplification was often required to get sufficient DNA
for cloning. Cloning and sequencing protocols were as in Chapter 3.

Phytogeny reconstruction and data analysis
Sequence alignment, phylogeny reconstruction and data analysis followed the same
protocols as for Mpi, Tpi and COI/COII. Maximum likelihood parameters and
summary statistics can be found in Table 7.

Not all Dde sequences could be aligned manually, so sequences were verified using
BLAST. From this, it was clear that around half of my 'Dde' sequences were junk
DNA plus cloning vector. These sequences were discarded, and only those verified
as definitely being Dde were included for analysis. Although amplification
succeeded in many H. melpomene individuals, no individuals of H. eydno were
successfully amplified using the external (Ddc-fo and Ddc-ro) primers. However,
amplifying a shorter region using an internal primer (Ddc-fi and Ddc-ro) produced
readable sequences for two test H. eydno individuals. Data analyses were conducted
using both the alignment with only long H. melpomene sequences, and a separate
alignment including the short H. eydno sequences, with all H. melpomene sequences
truncated to the same length.
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For the Ci dataset, an indel of 274bp was found in 3 clones (545A, 545B and 809A),
which aligned well between these clones, but was unalignable with the rest of the
sequences. This region was deleted prior to analysis, as inclusion produced a tree in
which the long branch lengths in these two individuals stood out and obscured the
relationships among the rest of the samples in the genealogy. Unalignable sections
of sequences are a widespread problem in molecular evolutionary biology (Lee,
2001), and their deletion can lead to a loss of information. For this reason, I
conducted all analyses both with and without the unalignable indel. When the indels
were excluded, the topology was nearly identical to that produced when the regions
were included, with the only differences being the branch lengths of the three
problem taxa, and the relocation of 545B from being grouped with 545A and 809A,
to a group with 418 A. Net divergence estimates and shared polymorphism counts
changed significantly when the unalignable regions were included, but as these
changes were based on only 3 individuals, they distorted the overall results, and
therefore all analyses were performed on the data set with unalignable areas
excluded.

Results
The Dde genealogy (Figure 4a) is inconclusive due to lack of sequences. Although
the Dde data set is incomplete, it appears that this locus will also show a pattern
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consistent with the mitochondrial COI/COII and sex linked Tpi genealogies, i.e. the
two species being reciprocally monophyletic. Dde also shows some differentiation
between the two geographic races of H. melpomene with the French Guiana race
being monophyletic, but the Panama race paraphyletic. The fact that H. cydno could
not be amplified using the primers, but H. melpomene could suggests that the
sequences are significantly different, and therefore may be expected to form separate
monophyletic clades if less specific primers were to be used. The two H. cydno
sequences which I was able to amplify using internal primers had a high number of
fixed differences between H. cydno and the two races of H. melpomene combined,
coupled with an absence of shared polymorphisms. This indicates a lack of gene
flow (Table 8). The data also showed very high pairwise divergence (Table 9)
between species ( 6 - 7 % ) based on these sequences, despite the shorter length of
only 473bp (compared with 861bp in the full sequences). Although the data for this
locus remain inconclusive, I hypothesise that were the data set complete, we would
see a species split in the genealogy. This remains untested and represents an area for
future research.

a shows a pattern similar to that found at Mpi for these individuals (Figure 4b).
There appears to be gene flow between the two species in sympatry, while some
alleles from allopatric populations of H. melpomene form a distinct clade. The
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pattern is, however not as clear in Ci as was previously found in Mpi, with a few
deviations from this general pattern being observed (415B, 418A, 436A and 507A),
so that there are differences in allelic frequency between the two races. Net pairwise
divergence (Table 9) at this locus gives very strong evidence for introgression, with
only 0. 7% divergence between the species in Panama, compared with 1.8% net
divergence between H. melpomene races. However, there are no fixed differences
between any pair of taxa, and the numbers of shared polymorphisms appear to be
roughly equal between all comparisons, both within and between species at this
locus (Table 8).

Discussion
These results show no evidence for gene flow at Dde, but some introgression of
alleles between the species in sympatry at CL

Conclusions about whether there is gene flow at Dde could not be verified, as it was
difficult to consistently amplify the target region of Dde, particularly for H. eydno,
resulting in a limited dataset. There may be several reasons for this. Friedlander et al
(1992) state that ''Dde appears to be single copy, but its intronic organisation is very
different in Drosophila and Manduea'\ It is therefore possible that Dde may have
multiple copies in Helieonius, or that H. melpomene vs H. eydno really does show a
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very large divergence in length between the two species. Another possibility is that
there are differences at the primer binding site for Ddc-fo. The polymorphism and
net divergence estimates (Tables 8,9) indicate strong differentiation between the
species for the haplotypes sequenced so far, showing that the inclusion of
nucleotide-based statistics such as these can be a very valuable tool in confirming
the results seen in a genealogy, particularly when data are limited. Gene flow may
be impeded at this locus as it is involved in the melanin pathway, and could
therefore be important for colour determination in butterflies.

a in contrast to Dde shows evidence for introgression between the species. This is
particularly evident in the net divergence, which is lower between the species in
Panama than for all other comparisons. There is strong evidence for introgression
between the species in Panama, although this result is not as ‘tidy’ as in Mpi, with
four H. melpomene individuals from French Guiana found within the so-called
‘Panama’ clades. Gene flow may be permitted at Ci because the locus is not known
to be linked to sterility or any other barriers to gene exchange.

The data presented here and in Chapter 3 illustrate the problem when trying to
reconstruct phylogenies for closely related species. For this study, five loci (one
mitochondrial, one sex-linked and three autosomal) were sequenced, making a total
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of 4348 bp per individual for each of 30 individuals; almost 3000 bp must be added
per individual because both alleles were sequenced for each nuclear gene in
heterozygous individuals. Of the five genealogies produced, two agreed with the
traditional morphological tree, giving reciprocal monophyly of species; two showed
evidence for introgression between the species in sympatry and differentiation
between geographic races, and one was inconclusive due to lack of data, although I
hypothesise that this is another locus showing reciprocal monophyly. Of the two
showing evidence for introgression, Mpi demonstrated fixed allelic differences, with
no French Guiana alleles found within Panama clades; whereas the Cl showed some
mixing of alleles.

Incongruence between mitochondrial and nuclear gene trees may be the result
simply of differences between analytical and methodological procedures (Brower et
al, 1996). Alternatively, effective population size can affect how quickly monophyly
at a given locus is reached, and different loci will arrive at monophyly (allelic
fixation) at different times purely by chance (Machado et al, 2002). Recombination
confuses things further, and can obscure evidence for gene flow or ancestral
polymorphisms. Here, the different topologies appear to be the result of recent gene
flow between H. melpomene and H. cydno in Panama at some loci where gene flow
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is not prevented, but not in others where the locus is linked to sterility or other
barriers.

Conclusions
This study shows that where closely related species can mate to form hybrids,
however rarely, there may be selective flow of genes between the species. The
results of a number of discordant genealogies can be confusing, and taking the
results of any one locus in isolation may result in a misleading topology. We are
undergoing a biodiversity crisis, with only about a tenth of all species currently
being described (Wilson, 2003). It is clear from this work that genealogies can be
very misleading in elucidating the phylogeny of a given set of taxa. This confirms
the importance of sequencing a number of unlinked loci in order to obtain the best
possible estimate of species relationships. This problem is particularly pronounced
when considering closely related species such as those studied here, where retained
ancestral polymorphisms, or recent introgression can obscure the ‘true’ phylogeny
(e.g. W ang et al, 1997; Beltran et al, 2002; Machado et al, 2002).
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Table 5 - List of individuals. Figures in brackets indicate short sequences not
included in the genealogy.

SPE C IE S

LO CA TIO N

ID

SEX

#A L L E L E S
CO

Tpi

M pi

D de

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

813

M

1

2

1

0

1

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

559

M

1

2

1

0

2

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

570

M

1

2

1

0

2

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

569

M

1

2

1

0

2

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

567

M

1

2

1

0

1

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

566

M

1

2

2

0

1

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

560

M

1

1

2

(1)

1

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

809

F

1

1

2

0

2

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

552

M

1

2

1

(1)

1

H. cydno chioneus

Panama

553

M

1

2

2

0

2

H. melpomene rosina

Panama

810

F

1

1

2

2

1

H. melpomene rosina

Panama

546

M

1

1

2

0

1

H. m elpomene rosina

Panama

547

M

1

1

1

2

1

H. m elpomene rosina

Panama

544

M

1

2

1

1

1

H. melpomene rosina

Panama

531

M

1

1

1

0

1

a

H. melpomene rosina

Panama

532

M

1

2

2

0

1

H. m elpomene rosina

Panama

533

M

1

1

2

2

2

H. melpomene rosina

Panama

545

M

1

1

2

0

2

H. m elpomene rosina

Panama

548

M

1

1

1

0

1

H, melpomene rosina

Panama

811

M

1

2

2

0

1

H. melpomene melpomene

French Guiana

437

M

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

H. melpomene melpomene

French Guiana

507

M

H. melpomene melpomene

French Guiana

436

M

1

2

1

2

1

H, m elpomene melpomene

French Guiana

438

M

1

1

2

2

1

H. m elpomene melpomene

French Guiana

441

M

1

2

2

0

2

H. melpomene melpomene

French Guiana

439

M

1

1

1

1

1

H. melpomene melpomene

French Guiana

415

M

1

2

1

2

2

H. melpomene melpomene

French Guiana

417

M

1

1

2

1

2

H. melpomene melpomene

French Guiana

418

M

1

1

2

2

2

H. melpomene melpomene

French Guiana

527

M

1

1

1

2

2

H. numata

French Guiana

346

F

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

H. himera
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Table 6 - Primers used to amplify Heliconius DNA.

Cytochrome oxidase (COI and COII) 3’ end positions are given relative to
Drosophila yakuba (X03240). Positions for Tpi and M pi are given relative to
Heliothis (U23080) and Homo sapiens (AF227216 and AF227217) respectively.
Positions for Dde and Ci are given relative to Drosophila melanogaster.

Position

Sequence (S' to 3')

Gene

Primer

Designer

COI

Jerry

Harrison lab.*

2183

Dick

Harrison lab.*

2442

CCAACAGGAATTAAAATTTTTAGATGATTAGC

Pat

Harrison lab.*

3014

TCCAATGCACTAATCTGCCATATTA

George III

Harrison lab.*

2783

TAGGATTAGCTGGAATACC

Romeo

Harrison lab.*

3039

TAATATGACAGATTATATGTAATGGA

COII

Tpi
Mpi

Dde

a

CAACATTTATTTTGATTTTTTGG

Strom II

Harrison lab.*

3297

TGAACTATTTTACC(AGT)GC

Imelda

Harrison lab.*

3812

CATTAGAAGTAATTGCTAATTTACTA

Tpi-1

O.McMillan

424

GGTCACTCTGAAAGGAGAACCATCTT
CACAACATTTGCCCAGTTGTTGCCAA

Tpi-2

O.McMillan

660

Mpi 4+

David Heckel

1600

TTTAAGGTGCTCTATATAAGRAARGC

Mpi 5-

David Heckel

456

TTCTGGTTTGTGATTTGGATCYTTRTA

Mpi-f

Vanessa Bull

Mpi-r

Vanessa Bull

Ddc-fo

Alex Tobler

4226

CAGAGGGTCAAGGAACAGCAC

Ddc-ro

Alex Tobler

4575

TCATGAGGTAGCGGTACTCGG
CAAGCTCATTCGTCTGTCGAG

ATTCAAGCTCATCCAACTAAGG
TTATGAAGTTGTTCTGCATGGT

Ddc-fi

Alex Tobler

4301

Ci-fi

Alex Tobler

19510

ATGCGGAGACATACTGGTGAA

Ci-ro

Alex Tobler

19853

TGTATCTTTTAGTGCAACCCG

* Harrison Laboratory, Cornell University NY
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Table 7 - Gene region summary statistics and maximum likelihood model
parameters.

No. of haplotypes sequenced
No. of base pairs
Total no. variable sites
No. variable sites in non-coding region
No. variable sites in coding region
No. variable sites by codon position (TV2"^/3'^)
Maximum likelihood model selected
Ti/tv ratio
Proportion of invariable sites (I)
Gamma distribution shape parameter (G)
Base composition
A
C
G
T
Substitution rates
A-C
A-G
A-T
C-G
C-T
G-T

a

Dde

43
840
186
167
19
2/2/15
TrN+I+G
0.4305
0.7473

23
861
40
35
5
2/2/1
HKY-hG
1.7645
0
0.0091

0.3480
0.1436
0.1632
0.3452

0.3259
0.1808
0.1903
0.3030

-

1
1.5411
1
1
2.9523
1

-

-

-

-

-
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Table 8 - Numbers of shared single nucleotide polymorphisms and fixed
differences.

Locus

a (840 bp)
Dde (473 bp)

MP/]VIFG
Shared
Fixed
polymor differ
phisms
ences
40
0
0
0

MP/CP
Fixed
Shared
polymor differ
phisms
ences
38
0
0
13

CP/MFG
Shared
Fixed
polymor differ
phisms
ences
0
39
12
0

Table 9 - Uncorrected average pairwise divergence per base pair (on and above
diagonal), net pairwise divergence (below diagonal). For Dde, the numbers in
brackets are the results of analysis using short sequences only.

a
H. melpomene
H. cydno

H. melpomene

French Guiana
Panama
Panama

Dde
H. melpomene

Panama
0.05671
0.03716
0.00725

H. melpomene

French Guiana
Panama

H. cydno

French Guiana
0.03611
0.01846
0.02905

Panama

French Guiana
0.00784
(0.01613)
0.00574
(0.01128)
(0.06305)

Panama
0.01263
(0.01934)
0.00595
(0.00000)
(0.06079)

H. cydno

Panama
0.07267
0.05067
0.04732

H. cydno

Panama
-

(0.07437)
-

(0.06383)
(0.00621)
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Figure 4 - Maximum likelihood genealogies for a) Dde b) Ci. Branch lengths were
estimated using likelihood. Parsimony bootstrap values (>70%) are given above the
nodes, taken from the equivalent nodes on the parsimony trees. For figure 4b, a star
next to a sequence label indicates incongruence with the general topology.

MFG = H. melpomene (French Guiana), MP = H. melpomene (Panama) and CP = H.
cydno (Panama).
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Figure 4a. Gene genealogy for Dde.
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Figure 4b. Gene genealogy for Ci.
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Chapter 5 - Positive frequency dependent
selection against Heliconius hybrids

Abstract
Understanding the fate of hybrids in the wild is of fundamental importance to
spéciation research, yet has been little studied. Heliconius butterflies are wamingly
coloured and mimetic, with hybrids between species often displaying a novel colour
pattern not seen in either parental form. Spéciation theory predicts that in aposematic
taxa, rarer colour morphs will be preferentially attacked by predators when found
alongside commoner forms. Here I use the Neotropical butterflies Heliconius
melpomene and H. cydno in experiments with caged birds to test whether hybrids
between the two species are attacked more often than either parent. The data suggest
that there is some evidence for preferential attacks on FI hybrids, although more
data are needed to clarify this observation.
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Introduction

Spéciation and isolation barriers
Spéciation, the process by which a new species forms, has recently undergone a
renewal of interest. Species formation is thought to be driven by a range of pre and
post-mating isolation mechanisms acting as barriers to gene flow, an isolating
mechanism being anything that prevents successful reproduction between
individuals of the same species. Many processes are known to contribute to
spéciation, and can be broadly divided into two categories: pre-mating isolation
mechanisms, and post-mating isolation mechanisms. Pre-mating isolation
mechanisms may involve processes such as assortative mating, geographic isolation,
habitat segregation and physiological incompatibility. Post-mating isolation includes
hybrid in viability, hybrid sterility, and ecological problems such as preferential
predation on hybrids. This study will focus on the last, and arguably least studied of
these processes, namely frequency dependent predation on hybrids.

Frequency dependent selection
Frequency dependent selection (Clarke & O ’Donald, 1964; Ayala & Campbell
1974) describes the process whereby the fitness of a phenotype is dependent on the
relative frequencies of other phenotypes in the population. Selection can either be
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positive, meaning that the fitness of a phenotype becomes greater as it becomes
more common, or negative selection where the fitness of a phenotype decreases as it
becomes more common. We may predict that selection against hybrids will be
strong between aposematic species as they will be rare (i.e. there should be positive
frequency dependent or purifying selection). This works because as a warning
colour pattern becomes abundant, the local predator community learns to avoid it.
This favours the common pattern and causes frequency dependent selection against
rarer forms (Coppinger, 1969; Benson, 1972; Mallet, 1986; Greenwood et al, 1989).
Rare hybrids between divergent colour patterns are not recognised as unpalatable
and will form an adaptive trough between two adaptive peaks (Mallet et al, 1998).

Butterfly predation studies
Previous studies on butterfly predation have focused largely on artificial prey; using
either completely artificial “prey” evolving on a computer screen (e.g. Bond and
Kamil, 2002) or pastry baits (see Brower, 1984 for a review). Some work has been
carried out in the field with live butterflies using mark-recapture techniques, or
releasing butterflies at perches; and a few studies have presented butterflies to caged
birds in a more controlled environment. Most of these studies have aimed to test the
relative palatability of butterflies, or to assess the effects of colour pattern on prey
choice. Understanding the fate of hybrids in the wild is of major importance to
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spéciation theory, however no studies to date have expressly looked at whether
hybrids between two species are preferentially taken by predators, as predicted by
models of purifying frequency dependent selection.

Heliconius and Predation
Tropical butterflies of the genus Heliconius have been used to determine the relative
importance of a number of barriers to gene flow as causes of spéciation. All
butterflies in the genus are unpalatable due to the cyanogenic glycosides they
contain. They acquire these chemicals from the Passiflora leaves that they consume
whilst in the larval stage (Nahrstedt, 1985). The major selective factor thought to
control Heliconius hybrid numbers is strong frequency dependent selection on
colour patterns (Chai, 1986, 1996; Jiggins e ta l, 1996; McMillan et al, 1997).

Because of the distinct warning colour patterns displayed by Heliconius butterflies,
it is expected that predators will learn the colour patterns of local butterfly species,
and will consequently learn to avoid these distasteful butterflies. Spéciation theory
predicts that if a novel colour pattern appears in the population then these
individuals will be preferentially selected against by predators, as the colour pattern
is unknown, and will therefore not be associated with unpalatability.
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A number of studies have been performed to test the effect of predation on
Heliconius species.
Brower et al (1963) presented dead Heliconius to caged silverbeak tanagers
(Ramphocelus carbo). Of 5 Heliconius species presented, only H. doris and H.
melpomene were eaten, and these only 11% and 1% of the time respectively.
Benson (1972) altered H. erato individuals to a novel, non-mimetic pattern. When
returned to the wild population, these individuals remained for shorter periods of
time and received more wing damage than controls.
Chai (1986) used two caged rufous-tailed jacamars (Galbula ruficauda), and offered
different species of butterflies. Of 203 heliconiines offered, 153 were not touched,
16 were pecked but released, 1 was killed but not eaten, and 33 were killed and
eaten. He also observed wild jacamars at perches and found that of 84 Heliconiines
passing perches, 83 were not touched and 1 was pecked, but released. This study
included individuals of H. melpomene rosina, and H. cydno pachinus.
Chai (1996) used 2 adult and 3 hand-reared naïve rufous-tailed jacamars {Galbula
ruficauda) to test responses to a range of butterfly species. He found that naïve birds
initially ate all butterflies, but developed a reluctance to attack unpalatable species
over time. In total only 8% of Heliconius butterfhes were eaten, and 63% of these
were H.charitonia.
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Research performed by Mallet and Barton (1989) studied the effects of bird
predation across a Heliconius hybrid zone, by transferring H. erato of two distinct
colour races plus controls across the zone to where they were not mimetic,
performing mark-recaptures and noting wing damage. Survival of expérimentais was
found to be significantly lower than that of controls. The occurrence of jacamars was
also noted at each site studied, and beakmarks were recorded on the butterfly wings.
However, no predatory attacks on butterflies were observed directly.
Pinheiro (1996) released butterflies at kingbird {Tyrannus melancholicus) perches
in a city. In this study, he found that Heliconius were generally eaten, with 84.5%
being eaten, 12% being taste-rejected and 3.5% not being captured. No Heliconius
were recorded as being sight-rejected. It is possible that the high rates of Heliconius
predation were due to a lack of experience of the urban kingbirds with Heliconius
butterflies.
Pinheiro (1997) attempted to determine the main predators of a number of butterfly
species by comparison of beakmarks on butterfly wings with beaks from museum
specimens of birds. Although some beakmarks were easy to assign to a particular
predator, there were problems caused by lack of definition in the marks, and overlap
of bird beak imprints. He found that most marks were only small traces, partial
impressions or wing tears. From this work however he was able to determine that the
main butterfly predators were likely to be jacamars (Galbulidae) and tyrant154

flycatchers (Tyrannidae), with small numbers being taken by wood-warblers
(Parulidae), wrens (Troglodytidae) and puffbirds (Bucconidae).
Kapan (2001) used H. cydno races. He took yellow and white forms from two sites
and released them at four other sites. He also varied the densities of releases to
determine the effect this would have on predation levels. He found that individuals
with locally rare colour patterns had lower recapture rates than controls, and that
their survival was lowest when releases were made at low density, presumably
because the birds learned to avoid them when many individuals with foreign patterns
were released.

These studies suggest that the main predators of Heliconius butterflies are likely to
be butterfly specialists such as jacamars, but may also include generalist insect
predators such as Tyrannidae. From these studies it appears that these predators are
generally reluctant to eat Heliconius, but will eat them occasionally. Additionally,
there is evidence that novel colour patterns will be preferentially taken by predators.

Heliconius melpomene and H. cydno
The two Heliconius species H. melpomene and H. cydno are broadly sympatric,
ecologically distinct, and have been shown in insectaries to hybridise and produce
viable offspring (Naisbit et al, 2001). However, hybrids are virtually never seen in
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the wild, and are found at an estimated rate of less than 1 in 1000, H. melpomene is
black, with red across the forewing, and yellow on the hindwings, and is a mimic o f
H.erato', H. cydno is blue-black with white across both sets of wings, and is a mimic
of H.sapho. FI hybrids between the two species produce a novel colour pattern of
black with most of the white from H. cydno, but with half the white forewing band
obscured by the red band of H. melpomene. This novel colour patterning should put
them at a fitness disadvantage and expose them to greater risk of predation. This
follows because the parent forms are unpalatable, and their colour pattern should be
known to the local predators, whereas the extremely rare colour pattern arising in
F I ’s will be unknown, and therefore predators may choose to ‘test’ them for
palatabilty. If this is true, and hybrids are selected against by predators, this will
obviously have profound implications for spéciation, providing a potentially very
strong post-mating isolation mechanism.

Scope o f this study
The Heliconius predation studies performed to date highlight a number of major
difficulties in studying mimicry in the wild. It is very difficult to actually observe
predation in action, and even if an instance of predation was observed, little
information can be gained without seeing the same individual predators reaction to
other prey. Limitations of studies to date include using unsuitable predators,
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laboratory set-ups have often been unnatural, providing a situation where birds have
few choices, and under false light etc., and butterflies are often presented dead, so
the effect of escaping ability cannot be taken into account. Additionally, no study
has as yet demonstrated the role that predators may play in keeping Heliconius
hybrid numbers low.

In order to test the role which predation may play in the formation of species, we
need to be able to test whether FI hybrids of a species pair are taken preferentially
by a predator because of some fitness disadvantage. Here I document experiments
using temporarily caged birds to test this theory. The experiments in this study are
designed to test which bird species could be potential predators (are able to eat
Heliconius), whether there is preferential selection against hybrids due to learning
acquired in the wild, and to obtain wing damage specimens where the predator is
known for more accurate field identification of predators based on wing damage.

Methods

Choice o f butterfly prey
For each experiment, I chose to present a bird with 1 H. melpomene, 1 H. cydno, 1
F I hybrid of H. melpomene and H. cydno, and 1 Anartiafatim a. The Anartia fatim a
butterflies were used as a control, as they are palatable and common, so that if they
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are not eaten by the bird, this may represent an experimental bias due to unsuitability
of the bird, or cage conditions.

Pilot study
A pilot study was conducted from May-August 2000, to determine which cage
designs would work best, and to ensure the experiments were feasible. In the eleven
pilot replicates, 6 birds ate, or attacked the palatable Anartiafatim a butterflies
offered, 2 birds additionally attacked H. cydno, and 1 bird attacked an FI hybrid.
The H. melpomene individuals offered were never damaged.

From this pilot, several problems were noted. The biggest problem was the lack of
suitable birds, with only a single large flycatcher caught during the whole
experiment time. To remedy this, I increased the number of mist nets used from 1 to
4, and increased the number of hours spent trying to catch birds.

I experimented with cage designs, using a large 8m x 2m x 2m cage, a medium Im x
2m X 2m, and a small Im x Im x 1.2m cage. All cages used in the pilot study
consisted of a metal frame, covered with black mosquito netting, and with tarpaulin
partially covering the roof to provide shelter. A single perch was provided in each
cage. The small cage seemed to be the least stressful for the birds, however, this was
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too small for natural hawking behaviour, and butterflies were sometimes
accidentally crushed. The medium sized cage therefore seemed most suitable as it
gave more room for hawking, but caused less stress for the birds than the large cage.
The outdoor cages were deemed unsuitable as birds could see outside and flew at the
cage walls. To remedy this problem, a medium sized indoor cage was built with
artificial lighting designed to simulate daylight.

Initially birds were caught, placed in the cages and left to settle for 1 hour before
introduction of butterflies. This time seemed to be insufficient to allow birds to
become accustomed to the cages, and consequently experiments ran for many hours.
Because of this, I decided to keep the birds in small holding cages immediately after
capture, and then to transfer them to the experimental cage where they were left
overnight. This gave the birds more time to settle into their new environment and
significantly reduced the experiment times.

Bird catching
Birds were obtained by mist-netting, using 4 x 12m mist nets. Nets were placed in an
area where suitable birds had been observed, and were monitored from dawn
(around 5am) until 1 lam , or until two suitable birds were caught. If no suitable birds
were caught in this morning session, nets were opened in the afternoon from 4-6pm.
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Nets were moved every other day to prevent birds getting used to their locations.
Bird species used depended on which birds we were able to catch at the site, but
were mainly large flycatchers (Tyrannidae), and motmots (Momotidae) (see Table
14 below), as these, along with jacamars (Galbulidae), are suspected predators of
Heliconius (Chai 1986, 1996; Jiggins etal, 1996).

Experim ents
Captured birds were banded to avoid re-use and taken to the experiment room where
they were placed in small holding cages with water and a plentiful supply of
mealworms.

In the afternoon, birds were transferred to the large experiment cages where they
were supplied with water and a limited supply of mealworms (calculated according
to size of the bird). The birds were then left overnight to get accustomed to the
cages.

The cages were designed to be large enough to allow birds to exhibit some normal
catching behaviour (1.5m x 2m x 2.8m), and contained only a perch and a small tree
giving fewer distractions and allowing birds to catch the butterflies more easily
(figure 5). Two sides were solid concrete walls, one side was beige tarpaulin and the
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front panel was black mosquito netting. The floor was covered with newspaper, then
grey gravel. By illuminating the lights inside the cages, and keeping those outside
off, I was able to observe the birds for the duration of the experiments without them
seeing me. Lighting was chosen to be as close to natural light as possible (Natural
light is CRI = 100, Kelvin temperature = 5500 - 6800K, diffused light). Lights used
per cage were 2 x T12 Paralite® full-spectrum lights (CRI = 93, Kelvin temperature
= 5900K), over a diffusion screen.

Experiments began early the day after bird capture. Before starting, any uneaten
mealworms were removed and the UV lights switched on. After an initial settlingdown period of 1 hour, 4 butterflies were released into the enclosure { \ H.
melpomene, 1 H. cydno, 1 FI hybrid of H. melpomene and H. cydno, and 1 Anartia
fatima). Cages were monitored continuously until all butterflies were eaten, or after
2 hours if the bird showed no interest in any of the butterflies. Experiments were
terminated immediately if the bird appeared to be in any distress. Each attack on a
butterfly was recorded, giving time of attack, which butterfly species and type of
attack. The type of attack recorded was either an attempted attack (where the bird
attempted to catch a butterfly, but missed), attack (where a butterfly was caught, but
dropped and survived), killed but not eaten, or killed and eaten. At the end of the
experiment, the bird was released at the site of capture, and any remaining butterflies
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were collected. Butterflies which showed wing damage from predation were kept for
reference.

Butterflies for use in these experiments were reared from wild caught laying females
(for pure species), and by pairing a wild male H. melpomene with a recently
emerged reared H. cydno female for FI hybrids. For three replicates, 1 of the
butterflies was unavailable due to rearing problems or catching Anartiafatima.

Analysis methods
Data were tabulated to record time of the first attack on each butterfly (Table 10,
Appendix). This was then converted to the difference in minutes between the start of
the experiment, and the time of the attack (Table 11, Appendix), which was
subsequently converted to time of attack in fractions of the maximum by dividing
the difference by the maximum time (Table 12, Appendix). This was done to control
for differences in the reaction times of birds, and therefore the overall duration of the
experiment.

The time of attack as fractions of the maximum time values were used to perform
Kruskall-Wallis, and subsequently Mann-Whitney U-tests using the software
package Statview® vl.02.
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Butterfly site data
Every mist-net site was visited to record the local butterfly composition. This was to
document any potential experimental bias occurring due to the bird capture site
having a higher number of any of the experimental butterflies. Each site was visited
for a total of 3 hours, and every individual of the butterfly species used in these
experiments was caught. Butterflies were marked with a number to avoid re
counting the same individual before being released. Butterfly surveys were carried
out only when it was sunny to avoid possible biases due to weather conditions.

Results
Study Site
These experiments were carried out between April and September 2001, in Parque
Nacional Soberama, Panama, Central America. Birds were caught from the village
of Gamboa, or from the secondary rainforest area of Pipeline Road (see maps,
figures 6-7, Appendix). Butterfly counts at each site are recorded as pie charts on the
maps. For actual butterfly numbers, see table 13, Appendix.
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Experimental results
Table 14 shows a summary of results for each replicate of the experiment. In total 51
experiments were run, with 25 of these producing useable results (i.e. the bird
attacked at least one butterfly). Replicates where a bird failed to attack any of the
butterflies were excluded from analysis as it was assumed the birds were unsuitable.
A summary table of success of each bird species (table 15), number of instances of
each order of attack (table 16) and state of butterflies at the end of the experiment
(table 17) can all be found in Appendix.

Statistics
The Kruskall-Wallis analysis of the data (table 18) show that there is a significant
difference between the groups. I performed the calculations both with all the
butterfly data included, and with either A. fatim a or H. cydno removed, see
discussion.

To test for significant difference between the groups, I conducted Mann Whitney Utests on each pair of butterflies (table 19). A significant difference was found
between H. melpomene and FI hybrids, and H. melpomene and Anartia fatima.
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Beakmarks
Butterflies which were left at the end of the experiment, but showed damage were
kept for reference. It is important to note that definite beakmark impressions are not
the only marks which are sustained on butterflies. Of the samples (a selection of
which are shown in Figure 8, Appendix), there is a whole range of damage, from
tips of the beak (W l) to whole beak impressions (W4) and large sections being
removed (W l 1, 7, 8 and 12). Other individuals appeared to have sustained ‘cage
damage’ e.g. the hybrids in W8 and W12, losing small sections across the margins
of the wings probably resulting from abrasion against the mosquito netting walls of
the enclosure. This kind of damage can be hard to distinguish from beakmark
damage sustained due to predatory attacks.

Discussion
If it were true that F I hybrids were preferentially taken by predators, in these
experiments we would expect to see Anartiafatima attacked first, then F I hybrids,
then either of the pure Heliconius species. This general pattern is observed, with
Anartia being attacked first 36% of the time, FI hybrids 32%, then H. cydno 20%
and H. melpomene 12%. The statistical analysis however, only showed a significant
difference in the time of attack between H. melpomene and both F I hybrids and
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Anartia fatim a. This is as expected, although we would expect to see a significant
difference between H. cydno and both FI hybrids dinà Anartia as well.

From the data it appears that H. cydno are being preferentially attacked by predators
compared with H. melpomene. When H. cydno is removed from the analysis,
statistical significance between the butterfly groups rises dramatically from 0.021 to
0.0067. This is most likely due to the sites of bird capture (Fig.s 6 and 7), as nearly
all the birds used were caught from an area with no H. cydno present naturally,
whereas H. melpomene, which are present in large numbers at the bird collection
sites will be known as unpalatable and therefore avoided. It was difficult to find
appropriate bird species to use in the rainforest areas where H. cydno are usually
found, as large flycatchers are largely absent from there, and most birds caught at
mist net height tended to be hummingbirds or antbirds which do not attack
butterflies. This highlights the need to use birds from many different areas with local
butterfly populations preferably of both H. cydno and H. melpomene.

Interestingly, Anartiafatima were not always the first butterfly to be attacked. They
are palatable and extremely common at all the Gamboa sites (experiments 1-44), so
should be easily identified by the birds. Two main reasons for this are likely, firstly,
A. fatim a are cryptically coloured when at rest, and blend in well against the soil in
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the tree pots, and the floor of the experimental cages, making them harder to notice
than the wamingly-coloured Heliconius butterflies. Secondly, palatable species tend
to be faster and more erratic in their flight than unpalatable butterflies which have a
slower regular flight pattern, (e.g. Chai, 1990; Endler, 1991; Srygley, 1994). This
may mean that in flight, predators may prefer to attack Heliconius if they do not
have a strong aversion to them as they are easier to catch than the erratically-flying
Anartia.

Different bird species tended to handle the butterflies differently. Some species
threw the butterflies in the air and swallowed them whole (e.g. Streaked flycatchers),
some bashed them on a perch or the floor to kill them, then ate them in pieces (e.g.
Panama flycatchers). Royal flycatchers stripped the wings off and ate just the body,
and Boat-billed flycatchers watched the butterflies carefully, selected one and darted
at it directly catching and swallowing it in one movement. These different
techniques led to a difference in escaping ability and beakmark patterns, for
instance, once the Boat-billed flycatcher selected a butterfly, it had little chance of
escape, whereas those attacked by a Panama flycatcher could escape after a section
had been bitten out of their wing.
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At the end of each experiment, any damaged butterflies were kept for reference, with
the idea of using the beakmark patterns from identified bird species to compare with
beakmarks found in the wild. This could have been invaluable in determining the
natural predators of Heliconius species. It was found, however that most butterflies
were either ignored (65%), or eaten completely (23.5%), leaving no beakmarks. Of
the remaining 11.5% of butterflies which were either damaged but not killed (9%),
or killed but not eaten (2.5%), only 2 butterflies showed clear beakmarks (W l and
W4), with most showing indistinct tears, abrasion or no discernible damage (Figure
8, Appendix). Beakmarks were assumed to be found more frequently on unpalatable
species than palatable as they have been tested and released (e.g. Carpenter, 1933,
1941, 1942). This theory has however recently come into question, as there is some
dispute as to whether birds can taste butterflies from a small piece of wing, or scales
(Kassarov, 1999). From this study, it appears that the unpalatable species do show
more beak marks than palatable species, but only by a small margin (13% versus 8%
respectively).

These data suggest that there is selection acting against Heliconius hybrids. Given
that hybrids are extremely rare in the wild, this represents a form of positive
frequency dependent selection. The conclusions are however based on a limited data
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set. Future work should include more bird species from areas where H. cydno is
common, to balance out the current bias.

Note - In two additional replicates we lacked live hybrids, so the experiments were
conducted using ordinary H. melpomene individuals, and H. melpomene individuals
modified to look like hybrids by colouring the red band partially black. A similar
area of black was painted on the ‘normal’ melpomene individuals as a control. In
both replicates, the modified individual was taken before the ‘normal’ individual,
providing additional evidence that novel colour patterns are selected against.
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Appendix - Data for predation study

Table 10 - Time of first attack on each butterfly

Time of first attack
Anartiafatima
FI Hybrid
Trial no. Start
H. melpomene H. cydno
10:10 am
10:00 am
1
10:26 am
10:15 am
10:00 am
2:20 pm
2:00 pm
2
3:20 pm
3:20 pm
1:30 pm
10:45 am
11:05 am
10:40 am
10:00 am
4
9:50 am
9:02 am
11:32 am
8:54 am
8:30 am
5
8:25 am
9:04 am
10:55 am
10:55 am
10:55 am
6
8:25 am
10:24 am
10:38am
2:00pm
10:20 am
8
9:45 am
11:18
am
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:00 pm
9
9:45 am
10:17 am
12:00 pm
10:18 am
12:00 pm
10
9:45 am
11:02 am
10:27 am
12:30 pm
12:30 pm
11
9:25 am
5:15 pm
3:00 pm
3:05 pm
4:10 pm
13
2:45 pm
9:57 am
10:12 am
10:29 am
14
9:40 am
10:10 am
10:00 am
10:15 am
12:04 pm
9:45 am
15
9:40 am
10:26 am
10:06 am
21
9:40 am
10:17 am
10:49 am
10:14 am
11:12 am
22
9:50 am
10:19 am
1:00 pm
12:36 pm
1:00 pm
12:20 pm
10:45 am
25
10:30 am
10:20 am
10:30 am
10:30 am
26
8:55 am
10:16 am
10:22 am
9:57 am
8:50 am
30
9:38 am
9:35 am
9:50 am
8:30 am
31
9:10 am
9:14 am
9:19 am
9:20 am
8:40 am
36
9:14 am
8:48 am
8:54 am
9:40 am
41
8:45 am
9:36 am
9:45 am
9:40 am
8:58 am
42
8:45 am
8:34 am
8:39 am
8:59 am
8:32 am
44
8:30 am
8:58am
10:45am
9:18am
10:45am
8.45 am
46
9:36am
11:50am
11:50am
11:50am
9:00am
47
11:40am
11:40am
11:40am
10:10am
9:20am
49
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Table 11 - Difference (in minutes) between beginning of experiment and time of
first attack

Differences in minutes
H. melpomene
H. cydno
FlHybrid
Anartia fatima
10
0
26
15
110
50
110
30
50
10
55
75
187
5
37
29
150
150
150
39
39
255
35
53
93
255
255
255
135
32
135
33
62
97
185
185
20
15
150
85
32
17
49
30
20
35
144
5
46
26
37
59
82
24
29
135
95
111
135
95
85
95
95
86
92
67
80
68
65
30
34
39
40
29
9
3
55
51
60
55
3
4
9
29
2
13
120
33
120
36
170
170
170
140
140
140
50
Mean = 80.54
Mean = 66.56 Mean = 57.65
Mean = 95.28

Maximum
26
110
75
187
150
255
255
135
185
150
49
144
46
82
135
95
92
80
40
55
60
29
120
170
140
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Table 12 - Time of first attack in fractions of maximum

H. melpomene

1
1
1
0.19786096
1
1
1
1
1
0.56666667
0.6122449
1
0.80434783
0.35365854
1
1
1
0.8125
1
1
0.91666667
0.06896552
1
1
0.35714286

Time in fractions of maximum
FlHybrid
H. cydno
0.57692308
0.38461538
1
0.45454545
0.13333333
0.66666667
0.15508021
1
1
0.26
0.20784314
0.1372549
1
1
0.24444444
1
0.33513514
1
0.13333333
0.1
1
0.65306122
0.24305556
0.03472222
0.56521739
1
0.29268293
0.82222222
0.7037037
0.89473684
1
0.93478261
0.72826087
0.85
1
0.975
0.85
0.05454545
0.16363636
1
0.05
1
0.31034483
0.275
1
1
1
1
1

Anartia fatima

0
0.27272727
0.73333333
0.02673797
1
0.15294118
0.36470588
0.23703704
0.52432432
1
0.34693878
0.13888889
1
0.7195122
1
1

0.75
0.52727273
0.85
0.13793103
0.10833333
0.21176471
1
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Table 13 - Numbers of butterflies collected at each bird capture site

Site

Experiments

3
2
5
9
7
14
1
8
6
4
16
15
17
10
11
12
13

31,41
35-36
28
42
30, 37-40
21-23,45
25-27
10-11 etc.
29
34
46-48
49
50-51
8-9
14-17
18-20
1-7,12

Anartia
fatima

H.erato

H. cydno

H.sapho

6
15
6
1
6
15
25
8
0
20
0
0
0
2
1
2
5

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
2
3
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
2
2
1
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2

Table 14 - Experiment summary
Experi

Date

Bird species

ment

Beakmark

Order o f attack

Capture
site

AF

MP

CP

FI

reference

3

W1

no.
1

11/04/01

Panama flycatcher

13

1

4

2

2

11/04/01

Panama flycatcher

13

1

-

2

-

3

15/04/01

Black-striped sparrow

13

-

-

-

-

4

15/04/01

Great-crested

13

3

4

2

1

13

1

3

4

2

flycatcher
5

16/04/01

Great-crested
flycatcher

6

16/04/01

Olive-striped flycatcher

13

-

-

-

1

7

17/04/01

Social flycatcher

13

-

-

-

-

8

21/04/01

Blue-crowned motmot

10

2

-

1

3

9

21/04/01

Streaked flycatcher

10

1

-

-

-

W4
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Experi

Date

Bird species

ment

Capture

no.

Beakmark

Order o f attack

site
AF

MP

CP

FI

10

25/04/01

Tropical Kingbird

8

1

-

2

-

11

26/04/01

Social flycatcher

8

2

-

-

1

12

27/04/01

Rusty-margined

13

-

-

-

-

Social flycatcher

8

-

3

2

1

reference

flycatcher
13

02/05/01

14

07/05/01

Tropical Kingbird

11

1

2

4

3

15

07/05/01

Tropical Kingbird

11

2

4

1

3

16

08/05/01

Social flycatcher

11

-

-

-

-

17

08/05/01

Social flycatcher

11

-

-

-

-

18

11/05/01

Slaty-tailed trogon

12

-

-

-

-

19

11/05/01

Blue-crowned motmot

12

-

-

-

-

20

14/05/01

Blue-crowned motmot

12

-

-

-

-

21

18/05/01

Streaked flycatcher

14

3

2

n/a

1

22

20/05/01

Boat-billed flycatcher

14

3

2

4

1

23

22/05/01

Streaked flycatcher

14

-

-

-

-

24

25/05/01

Streaked flycatcher

8

-

-

-

-

-

1

2

25

29/05/01

Panama flycatcher

1

-

26

09/06/01

Panama flycatcher

1

-

-

-

1

27

09/06/01

House wren

1

-

-

-

-

28

15/06/01

Great kiskadee

5

-

-

-

-

29

23/06/01

Panama flycatcher

6

-

-

-

-

30

25/06/01

Streaked flycatcher

7

n/a

31

26/06/01

Streaked flycatcher

3

n/a

3
1

1
3

2
2

32

29/06/01

Tropical Kingbird

8

-

-

-

-

33

29/06/01

Panama flycatcher

8

-

-

-

-

34

02/07/01

Tropical Kingbird

35

04/07/01

Great kiskadee

36

04/07/01

Royal flycatcher

37

05/07/01

Great kiskadee

38

05/07/01

Streaked flycatcher

39

07/07/01

Panama flycatcher

40

07/07/01

Streaked flycatcher

41

21/07/01

Panama flycatcher

42

21/07/01

Panama flycatcher

43

24/07/01

Tropical Kingbird

4
2
2
7
7
1
1
7
7
3

44

26/07/01

Panama flycatcher

9

W7

W8

See note
-

-

-

-

1

4

2

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2
1

4

3
2

4

3

1
W ll

See note

2

1

3

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

45

27/07/01

Royal flycatcher

14

46

24/08/01

Black-throated trogon

16

47

27/08/01

Lesser elaenia

16

48

27/08/01

Lesser elaenia

16

49

19/09/01

Grey-headed tanager

15

-

1

-

-

50

21/09/01

Brownish twistwing

17

-

-

-

-

51

21/09/01

Brownish twistwing

17

-

-

-

-

1
1
-

W9

W 12
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Table 15 - Relative success of bird species used

Species

Common name

Myiarchus panamensis

Panama flycatcher
Great-crested flycatcher
Olive-striped flycatcher
Social flycatcher
Blue-crowned motmot
Streaked flycatcher
Tropical kingbird
Rusty-margined
flycatcher
Slaty-tailed trogon
Boat-billed flycatcher
House wren
Great kiskadee
Royal flycatcher
Black-throated Trogon
Lesser Elaenia
Grey-headed Tanager

Myiarchus crinitus
Mionectes olivaceus
Myiozetetes similus
Motmotus m. conexus
Myiodynastes maculatus dijficilis
Tyrannus m. choronatus
Myozetetes cayanensis
Trogon m.hofftnani
Megarynchus pitangua
Troglodytes aeden inquietus
Pitangus sulphuratus
Onychorhynchus coronatus
Trogon rufus
Elaenia chiriquensis
Eucometis penicillata

Total
no.
used
9
2
1
5
3
7
6
1

No,
worked
7
2
1
2
1
4
5
0

No.
didn’t
work
2
0
0
3
2
3
1
1

1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1

0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1

1
0
1
3
0
0
1
0

Table 16 - Number of instances of each order of attack

Species
Anartia fatima
H. cydno
H.melpomene
FI hybrid

Number of instances of each order of attack
4th
2nd
3rd
1st
4
0
9
5
2
3
7
5
5
5
3
3
4
2
5
8

Missing data
2
1
0
0
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Table 17 - State of butterflies at the end of experiments

Species
Anartia fatima
H. cydno
H.melpomene
FI hybrid

Not damaged
23
26
29
25

State of butterfly at end of experiment
Killed/Not eaten
Damaged/Not
Killed
3
0
2
5
2
1
4
1

Killed/Eaten
12
7
8
10

Table 18 - Kruskall-Wallis results

All butterflies included

P value
P = 0.0210*

W ithout Anartia fatima

P = 0.0487*

W ithout Heliconius cydno

P = 0.0067*

Treatment

Table 19 - Mann-Whitney U-test P values
H. melpomene

H. cydno

F I Hybrid

H. cydno

0.1146

-

-

F I Hybrid

0.0082*

0.4855

-

Anartia fatim a

0.0033*

0.2263

0.4405
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Figure 5 - Diagram of cage design (not to scale)
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Figure 6 - Gamboa site map with distribution and abundance of study butterflies
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Figure 7 - Pipeline road map with distribution and abundance of study
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Figure 8 - A selection of wings with beakmarks
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Chapter 6 - Discussion: Spéciation and gene
flow in Heliconius

Spéciation, Why is it interesting?
Species and their formation have always been of interest because they are the units
that make up the backbone for studies of ecology, conservation and evolutionary
biology. The problem of species definition has been debated for decades, and as yet,
still no consensus has been reached as to how what a ‘species’ actually means. This
problem has become ever more urgent with the current biodiversity crisis. We are
now faced with a situation with only around 10% of the world’s species having been
described (Wilson, 2003), and as species cannot be protected until we know what
they are, we risk the loss of biodiversity if the situation remains unchanged.

Spéciation research is of fundamental importance to the problem of species
definition. Once we understand how species form, it may be possible to delineate
what a species is and how it should be classified. At the same time, understanding
how species form will provide valuable insights into the evolutionary process, and
will be particularly useful in phylogeny reconstruction.
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Heliconius as model systems fo r spéciation research
Species that hybridise naturally in the wild offer a unique opportunity to look at the
processes leading to spéciation. Heliconius butterflies have been used as model
systems for spéciation research for a number of decades. Bates (1862) used
Heliconius species to formulate theories of mimicry and spéciation, and over a
century later, researchers are still using this genus for studies of spéciation. Much is
already known about Heliconius ecology, behaviour and genetics. Because of their
bright warning colouration, they have been popular with collectors, and
consequently many hybrid specimens are known. This wealth of existing knowledge
makes Heliconius species ideal candidates for spéciation studies.

What causes spéciation in Heliconius?
Heliconius cydno and H. melpomene are Müllerian mimetic species, currently
undergoing spéciation. Previous research using this species pair have elucidated a
number of pre- and post-mating isolation barriers which may all have led to their
divergence. They have diverged in habitat preference (Mallet et al, 1998), differ in
host plant (Smiley, 1978) and pollen choice (Estrada and Jiggins, 2002), and show
strong assortative mating (Jiggins et al, 2001). We are now beginning to get a clear
picture of the events that lead to spéciation in this species pair, and it is hoped that
some of this research may be extrapolated to other taxa.
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Frequency-dependent predation as a post-mating isolation mechanism
One area of research that remained untested, was the question of whether predation
on Heliconius hybrids may contribute to spéciation. In this thesis, I show that there
is some evidence for positive frequency-dependent selection on FI hybrids between
the two study species (chapter 5). This adds to the previous research, and suggests
an additional post-mating isolation barrier between the species. The data presented
here, however, remain inconclusive due to small data-sets. Future research should
include a greater diversity of bird species, and larger sample numbers in order to test
whether the pattern observed here is real or as the result of chance.

Gene flow between species o f Heliconius
Another area of great interest in spéciation research is that of the potential for gene
flow between species, mediated by occasional hybridisation. If species do mate in
the wild to form hybrids, however rarely, it may be expected that some introgression
will occur. In this thesis (Chapters 3 and 4) I show that there is evidence for gene
flow at some, but not all loci between H. cydno and H. melpomene, indicating that
spéciation is not yet complete. This finding adds to the growing body of evidence
suggesting that gene flow can occur between animal species in the wild. Here I show
that even small amounts of gene flow between species can lead to discordant
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genealogies, causing problems for phylogeny reconstruction. Future research should
aim to determine how frequent gene flow is, by using additional autosomal loci, and
by comparing the data-set with a comparable Heliconius species pair.

Future work
Knowledge of the events leading to spéciation between H. melpomene and H. cydno
is increasing. We are aware of the role that a number of factors play in driving their
divergence. There are a few unexplored areas of possible additional barriers to
spéciation, for example pheromone differences and differences in flight pattern and
how they may play a role in mate choice. The inclusion of these studies would lead
to a more complete understanding of how spéciation has occurred in these
butterflies.
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*Sm ithsonian Tropical Research Institute; tT h e Galton Laboratory, Department o f B iology, University C ollege London;
$lnstituto de G enética, üniversidad de los Andes; and § Department o f B iology, University o f Puerto Rico
R ecent adaptive radiations provide excellent m odel system s for understanding spéciation, but rapid diversification
can cau se problem s for phylogenetic inference. Here w e use gene genealogies to investigate the p hylogeny o f recent
sp éciation in the heliconiine butterflies. We sequenced three gene regions, intron 3 (=“550 bp) o f sex-linked triosephosphate isom erase {Tpi), intron 3 ( « 4 5 0 bp) o f autosom al m annose-phosphate isom erase (M pi), and 1,603 bp o f
m itochondrial cytochrom e oxidase subunits I and 11 (COl and COII), for 37 individuals from 25 species o f H eli
co n iu s and related genera. The nuclear intron sequences evolved at rates similar to those o f m itochondrial coding
seq u en ces, but the phylogenetic utility o f introns was restricted to closely related geographic populations and species
due to high levels o f indel variation. For two sister species pairs, H eliconius erato-H elicon iu s him era and H elicon iu s
m elpo m en e-H elico n iu s cydno, there was highly significant discordance between the three genes. At m tD N A and
Tpi, the hypotheses o f reciprocal m onophyly and paraphyly o f at least one species with respect to its sister could
not be distinguished. In contrast alleles sampled from the third locus, M pi, show ed polyphyletic relationships
betw een both sp ecies pairs. In all cases, recent coalescen ce o f m tD N A lineages within species suggests that polyphyly o f nuclear gen es is not unexpected. In addition, very sim ilar alleles were shared betw een m elpom ene and
cyd n o , im plying recent gene flow. Our finding o f discordant genealogies between gen es is consistent with m odels
o f adaptive spéciation with ongoing gene flow and highlights the need for m ultiple locus com parisons to resolve
phylogen y am ong closely related species.

Introduction
M itoch on d rial D N A (m tD N A ) seq u en ces have
been w idely used to infer intraspecific gene genealogies
and determine relationships between closely related spe
cies. A rapid rate o f evolution and short coalescence
times mean that phylogenies are often well resolved
even betw een recently separated populations and species
com plexes (A vise 1994). However, theory predicts that
in rapidly speciating taxa gene genealogies will vary
between loci. Hence, inferring the demographic history
o f populations or closely related species benefits from
com parisons o f multiple loci (Edwards and Beerli 2000).
In addition to narrowing confidence intervals around de
mographic parameters such as historical population sizes
and divergence tim es, com bined nuclear and mtDNA
genealogies w ill help to test between models o f species
formation and detect gene flow between taxa (Wang,
W akeley, and Hey 1997; Kliman et al. 2000).
The developm ent o f fast-evolving loci to com ple
ment m tDN A has not proved easy in spite o f an explo
sive growth o f available sequence data. In this study, we
develop tw o noncoding nuclear regions and describe
their mode and tempo o f evolution relative to the mi
tochondrial protein-coding genes, cytochrome oxidases
I and II (COl and COII). These loci were developed as
a tool to understand spéciation and geographical differ
entiation in H eliconius butterflies. The passion-vine but
terflies (H eliconiini) have undergone a recent radiation,
with many closely related species that hybridize in the
K ey w o rd s: c o a le s c e n c e , h y b rid iz a tio n , p h y lo g e n y , m ito ch o n d rial
D N A , n u c le a r g e n e s, Taq error.
A d d re ss fo r c o rre s p o n d e n c e an d rep rin ts: M arg arita B eltran ,
S m ith s o n ia n T ro p ic a l R e s e a rc h In s titu te , A A 2 0 7 2 , B a lb o a , P a n a m a .
E -m a il: b e ltra n m @ n a o s .s i.e d u .
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wild at low levels (M allet, McM illan, and Jiggins 1998).
The group is well studied due to their bright coloration,
impressive mimicry, close relationships with Passiflora
host plants and geographic variability (Brown 1981).
Phylogenetic relationships among the Heliconiini
have been reworked at least 10 times in the last century,
using morphological and ecological characters (Brown
1981; Penz 1999). More recently phylogenetic hypoth
eses based on mtDNA and nuclear sequences generally
support most o f the traditionally recognized species
groups and show a number o f species pairs separated by
<4% mtDNA sequence divergence, im plying diver
gence within the last two million years (Brower 1994;
Brower and Egan 1997; Brower and D eSalle 1998). Two
Heliconius species in particular, H eliconius erato and
H eliconius melpom ene, are recognized as excellent mod
el system s for the study o f both intraspecific morpho
logical differentiation and spéciation (Sheppard et al.
1985; Brower 19966; Mallet, M cM illan, and Jiggins
1998). Both species show parallel divergence into more
than 20 geographic races across forests in Central Amer
ica and South America, and their hybrid zones provide
natural systems for the study o f selection in the wild
(M allet and Barton 1989). Furthermore, both taxa have
very closely related sister species, which show strong
but incomplete reproductive isolation, permitting the
study o f spéciation while hybridization still occurs (Jig
gins et al. 1996, 20016).
There are a number o f questions in H eliconius systematics and evolution that require the developm ent o f
rapidly evolving nuclear markers. In particular, (1) Is
H eliconius monophyletic? M onophyly is supported by
recent morphological evidence (Penz 1999), but has
been challenged by mtDNA sequence data, which places
L aparus doris and the entire genus E ueides within Hel-
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iconius (Brower 1994). (2) What are the relationships
between sister species and populations in the m elpom ene
and erato species groups. The mtDNA data imply that
H. m elpom ene is paraphyletic with respect to its sister
species H eliconius cydno and fails to resolve relation
ships between H. erato and the closely related H elicon 
ius him era (Brower 1996a). Studies o f pre- and post
mating isolation between these sister species suggest
they speciated recently as a result o f divergence in hab
itat and color pattern (McMillan, Jiggins, and Mallet
1997; Jiggins et al. 20016). This might have occurred
in sympatry or parapatry with ongoing gene flow, but
the alternative, allopatric divergence, cannot be ruled
out. Recent studies in D rosoph ila have highlighted the
value o f multiple gene genealogies in differentiating be
tween spéciation models, as allopatric divergence is
more likely to produce phylogenetic concordance at dif
ferent loci (Wang, Wakeley, and Hey 1997; Kliman et
al. 2(X)0). Thus a multilocus phylogeny of species pairs
can produce insights into spéciation processes as well
as clarify the relationships between taxa.
Our major aim is to develop nuclear gene regions
to complement sequence data from the mitochondrial
protein-coding genes. The only nuclear DNA marker
used in H eliconius systematics to date, w ingless (Brower
and Egan 1997), evolves slowly and is not sufficiently
variable to address questions at or near the species
boundary (Brower and DeSalle 1998). As a conse
quence, we have developed primers for introns of two
genes, triose-phospate isomerase (Tpi) and mannose 6phosphate isomerase (M pi), known to be highly variable
as allozyme loci. Our experimental design takes advan
tage o f the established phylogeny o f the Heliconiini. We
sampled taxa at different levels o f evolutionary diver
gence, from geographic populations o f the same species,
through sister species within H eliconius, and finally out
group taxa and compared the relative rate of sequence
change in these genes with those in the mitochondrial
CGI and COII genes. The two mtDNA genes evolve
rapidly and are already known to be informative in stud
ies o f divergence ranging from intraspecific biogeogra
phy o f races to relationships among tribes and subfam
ilies in H eliconius (Brower 1994, 19966). Specifically,
our goals are (1) to compare evolutionary patterns be
tween mtDNA and nuclear genes and between introns
and exons within nuclear genes, (2) to determine phy
logenetic levels at which these genes are informative,
and (3) to describe genealogical relationships between
races and sister species at the loci studied.

Materials and Methods
Sampling Methods
We sampled 37 individual butterflies, representing
18 H eliconius and 7 outgroup species (table 1). We used
a replicated design, with three geographic populations
o f both the widespread species, H. erato and H. m el
p om en e, from Ecuador, Panama, and French Guiana, and
sister species comparisons between H. m elpom ene and
its close relative H. cydn o and between H. erato and H.
him era. From each population, two individuals were
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sampled for the main groups (m elpom ene-cydno and erato-him era) and both alleles o f the nuclear genes were
sequenced (table 1). H eliconius heurippa and H eliconius
pachinus, two parapatric sister taxa o f H. cydn o, whose
specific status remains to be tested, were also sampled.
Deeper phylogenetic divisions were represented by a
single sequence for more distantly related species both
within H eliconius and for outgroup taxa within the Hel
iconiini. Butterflies were collected and preserved in liq
uid nitrogen and are stored in the Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute in Panama. Wings o f voucher speci
mens are preserved in glassine envelopes. From each
individual, one-third o f a thorax was ground in liquid
nitrogen and the genomic DNA was extracted following
Harrison, Rand, and Wheeler (1987).
Molecular Regions and Sequencing Methods
mtDNA

A region o f mtDNA spanning the 3' end o f COl,
leucine tRNA, and COII was amplified from individual
genomic D N A using polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
The identity o f this region was confirmed by comparison
with sequences o f H. cydn o (GenBank accession number
U0851) and D rosoph ila yaku ba (GenBank accession
number X03240). The region was amplified from ge
nomic DNA in two parts using primers Cl-J-2183 and
TL2-N-3014 for COl and C l-J-2783 and C2-N-3812 for
COII (Simon et al. 1994; table 2). For both pairs o f
primers we used a cycling profile o f 48°C for 45 s and
72°C for 60 s (four cycles), followed by 94°C for 45 s,
52°C for 45 s, and 72°C for 1 min and 30 s for 29 cycles.
T w enty-five-m icroliter reactions contained 2 |xl o f
DNA, I X buffer, 2 mM MgCl2 , 0.8 mM dNTPs, 0.5
mM o f each primer, and 0.025 U/pul o f Amplitaq
polymerase.
The PCR products were electrophoretically sepa
rated on 1.5% low-m elting point agarose with ethidium
bromide (1 |xg/ml). Bands were cut from the gel and
dissolved in gelase. This template was sequenced using
the external primers mentioned above and a number o f
internal primers (table 2). The 10-p.l cycle sequence re
action mixture contained 2 jxl dRhodamine, 2 p.1 Halfterm, 1 |xl primer, and 5 p.1 template. The cycle profile
was 96°C for 15 s, cooling at l°(Z/s to 50°C, and heating
at l°C/s to 60°C for 4 min, repeated for 24 cycles. The
product was cleaned over Centrisep columns filled with
7(X) |j l 1 G-50 Sephadex and dried. The samples were
resuspended in 0.9 p,l o f a 5:1 deionized formamide:
bluedextran-EDTA (pH 8.0) solution, denatured at 90°C
for 2 min and loaded into 6% acrylamide gels. Gels
were run on an ABI Prism 377 Sequencer (PE Applied
Biosystems) for 7 h.
Nuclear Loci Development
Primers for the genes o f two enzymes, triose-phosphate isomerase (Tpi) and mannose-6-phosphate isom
erase (M pi), were developed in the laboratories o f D.
Heckel and W. O. McMillan. Tpi is an important enzyme
for carbohydrate metabolism encoded by a sex-linked
nuclear gene in lepidoptera (Logsden et al. 1995). M pi
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Table 1
Heliconiini Taxa Included in the Study
S p e c ie s
A

Identifica-

N

um ber

l ig n m e n t

NU M B ER

of alleles

CO

Tpi

M pi

Tpi

M pi

Panama
Panama
Panama
Panam a
French G uiana
French G uiana
Ecuador
Ecuador
Panam a
C olom bia

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1

2
1
2*
1*
1*
2*
2*
2*
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

H. n im a ta
H. elevatus
H. hecale

French G uiana
French G uiana
Panama

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

3
3
3

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.

Panama
Panama
French G uiana
French G uiana
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Ecuador
Panama
Panama

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
1

2*
2 (1 )
1*
I (2)
2*
2*
1*
2*
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2923

M

H. charithonia

Ecuador

1

1

1

2

4

850
1180
842
536

M
M
F
M

H.
H.
H.
H.

Panama
Panama
Panama
Panama

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

4

1
2

2
2
2
2

8154
286
846

M
M
M

H. hieriLX
H. wallacei
L doris

Ecuador
French G uiana
Panama

1
1
1

—

—

—

—

1
1

1
1

—
—

—
—

2991
320
555
556

M
M
F
M

E.
E.
E.
E.

Panama
Panama
Panama
Panama

1
1
1
1

—

1

—

—

1
1
—

—

—

—
1

—

—
—

—

—

D r s 'u d id a ....................

2940

M

D. phaetusa

Panama

1

—

—

—

—

D r \ a s ............................

293

F

D. iulia

Panama

1

1

—

—

—

G roup

N um ber

Sex

m elpom ene-cydno . .

553
570
811
544
436
437
8074
8073
8036
8

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F

H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.
H.

S ilv an ifcrm s..............

346
503
665

F
M
M

e r a to - h im e r a .............

2980
2981
440
442
2861
8075
2842
8076
8037
590

ch a rith o n ia ..................
scira -sa p h o ..................

P rim itiv e .....................

E u e id e s .........................

Name
cydno chioneus
cydno chioneus
m elpom ene rosinu
m elpom ene rosina
m elpom ene m elpom ene
m elpom ene m elpotnene
m elpom ene cythera
m elpom ene cythera
pachinus
heurippa

erato petiverana
erato petiverana
erato hydara
erato hydara
erato cyrhia
erato cyrhia
himera
himera
cly Sony mus
hecalesia
sara
ricini
eleuchia
sapho

lineata
vihilia
aliphera
lyhia

Location

4
4

Nt)TE.—Identification numbers are Smithsonian collection numbers and are prefixed by "stri-b-.” "Number o alleles” refers to the number of distinct allelic
sequences identified for each individual, Alignment numbers indicate aligned groups and coirespond to numbers g ven in tables 3 and 4. For Mpi, alleles of most
melpomene and erato group individuals were run on TTGE gels to confirm the numtrer of alleles present. Results are indicated in the Number of Alleles column,
where * indicates an agreement between the results derived from cloning and TTGE; in two cases of disagreement the number of bands visible on the TTGE gel
is given in parentheses.

is encoded by an autosomal gene, and the expressed
protein is highly polymorphic in lepidoptera (Jiggins et
al. 1997; Raijmann et al. 1997; Beltran 1999). For both
genes, w e first designed degenerate PCR primers (table
2) around conserved amino acid positions identified by
comparing published sequence data from D rosophila
and H eliothis for Tpi and Homo sapiens and D rosophila
for Mpi. For M pi, the region was amplified and se
quenced from genom ic D N A using these degenerate
primers. For Tpi, the degenerate primers were then used
to amplify the region from H eliconius cD N A made via
reverse transcriptase from total mRNA. Amplified prod
ucts in the targeted size range were cloned using
pGEM®-T Easy Vector System (Promega) and se
quenced as described above. The initial Heliconius se
quence was aligned to published sequences, and H eli

conius specific primers were designed that consistently
am plified the T pi region ou t o f g e n o m ic D N A
preparations.
For Tpi, the primers were situated in exons 3 and
4 o f Heliothis (GenBank accession number U 23080) and
spanned intron 3 o f the Tpi gene (table 2). Previous
work has shown that the region amplified is inherited in
a Mendelian manner and is sex-linked in both m elpo
mene and erato, as expected for the Tpi allozym e (Jig
gins et al. 2001g; A. Tobler et al. personal com m uni
cation). Double-stranded D N A was synthesized in 25p.1 reactions containing 2 jxl o f genom ic D N A , 1 X buff
er, 3 mM MgCE, 0.8 niM dNTPs, 0.5 mM o f each
primer, and 0.03 U/p.1 o f Taq gold polymerase. D NA
was amplified using the follow ing step-cycle profile:
94°C for 7 min, 94°C for 45 s, 58°C for 45 s, 72°C for
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Table 2
Primers Used to Amplify Heliconius mtDNA and Nuclear DNA
Gene

Name

Position

C O l ................... .

Cl-J-2183
CI-J-2441
Cl-J-2783
TL2-N-30I4
TL2-J-3039
C2-J-3297
C2-N-3812
Tpi-1
Tpi-2
Mpi 4 +
Mpi 5 -

2183
2442
2783
3014
3039
3297
3812
424
660
1600
456

tRNA-Ieucine... .
COII................... .
T p i ...................... .
M pi......................

Sequence
(5' to 3')
CAACATTTATTTTGATTTTTTGG
CCAACAGGAATTAAAATTTTTAGATGATTAGC
TAGGATTAGCTGGAATACC
TCCAATGCACTAATCTGCCATATTA
TAATATGACAGATTATATGTAATGGA
TGAACTATTTTACC(A/G/T)GC
CATTAGAAGTAATTGCTAATTTACTA
GGTCACTCTGAAAGGAGAACCATCTT
CACAACATTTGCCCAGTTGTTGCCAA
TTTAAGGTGCTCTATATAAGRAARGC
TTCTGGTTTGTGATTTGGATCYTTRTA

N o t e . —Cytochrome oxidase (COl and COII) 3' end positions are given relative to D. yakuba (X03240). Positions
for Tpi and M pi are given relative to H eliothis (U23080) and H. sapiens (AF2272I6 and AF2272I7), respectively. Mito
chondrial primers were designed in the Harrison Laboratory (Simon et al. 1994). Nuclear primers were designed by D.
Heckel and W.O. McMillan.

1 min and 45 s for 10 cycles with the annealing tem
perature reduced 0.5°C per cycle, then 25 cycles with
annealing temperature o f 53°C. The products obtained
from genomic DNA were run in a low-melting point
agarose gel and the bands excised and dissolved in ge
lase. For population and sister species samples in the H.
melpomene and H. erato group, the gelase products were
cloned to obtain the sequence for each allele, using
pGEM®-T Easy Vector System II (Promega). The tem
plates obtained from three to five colonies per individual
were sequenced as above. For the remaining taxa gelase
products were sequenced directly as for mtDNA.
The M pi primers were situated in exons 3 and 4
{H. sapiens GenBank accession numbers AF227216 and
AF227217) and amplified intron 3 (table 2). The region
amplified by these primers segregates in a Mendelian
manner and is inherited in complete linkage with the
M pi allozyme in broods o f H. erato (A. Tobler, personal
communication). The 25-p.l PCR reaction mixture con
tained 2 )xl o f DNA, 1X buffer, 3 mM MgClz, 0.8 mM
dNTPs, 0.5 mM of each primer, and 0.03 u/|xl of Am
plitaq. Amplification was carried out using the following
step-cycle profile: 94°C for 3 min, 94°C for 40 s, 55°C
for 40 s, and 72°C for 45 s for 34 cycles. These products
were cloned and sequenced as described above. For Mpi,
8 |xl o f double-stranded PCR product was run on a tem
poral temperature gradient gel using the BioRad “Dcode” system to confirm that no more than two alleles
were amplified per individual. Gels contained 8% ac
rylamide and 1.75 tris-acetic acid-EDTA and were run
from 46 to 53°C at a temperature ramp of l°C/h. The
results are summarized in table 1.

overall similarity. Due to strong sequence divergence
and many indels, introns could only be aligned within
the melpomene-silyanifoTm and the erato-sapho groups
(see Supplementary Material).

Sequence Alignment

Phylogenetic Analysis

Chromatograms o f mtDNA were edited and base
calls checked using SEQUENCHER 3.1 (Gene Codes
Corporation, Inc.). Following the verification o f each se
quence for an individual, protein-coding regions were
aligned in SEQUENCHER across all taxa. Introns of
nuclear sequences were aligned in Clustal W (Higgins
and Sharp 1988) and then adjusted manually to increase

The nucleotide sequences for protein-coding
mtDNA and nuclear D NA sequences were checked for
reading-frame errors and termination codons and trans
lated to functional peptide sequences in MacClade 4.0
(Maddison and Maddison 1997). This program was also
used to compute various sequence statistics including
nucleotide transformation frequencies and variation

Taq Error and A llele Selection
Sequencing o f cloned PCR products is known to
produce errors due to both single base substitution and
recombination occurring during the PCR reaction (Wang
and Wang 1997; Bracho, Moya, and Barrio 1998; Kobayashi, Tamura, and Aotsuka 1999). We minimized this
problem by sequencing at least three, and in most cases
five, clones per individual and selecting a “consensus”
sequence for each allele based on the parsimonious as
sumption that single-base Tag-induced error was likely
to occur only once. In all cases comparisons o f different
sequences inferred to represent a single allele were com 
patible with this assumption. For Tpi, where more than
1 clone was compared with the deduced allele sequence,
the distribution o f errors was 15, 12, 9, and 2 clones
with 0, 1, 2, and 3 single base pair errors, respectively.
For Mpi the same distribution was 12, 11, 1, and 1. If
undetected, such errors are unlikely to affect phyloge
netic analyses as they would most likely be autapomorphic. One case o f recombination between the two
alleles in a single individual was also observed. In that
case, when clone sequences were aligned, the pattern
was that expected following a single recombination
event, which presumably occurred during the PCR re
action, and was by chance selected for sequencing
(Wang and Wang 1997).
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Table 3
Variability in Each Gene Region

Gene

Region

C O l. . . .

Exon
Exon
Exon

tR N A ...

con...
Tpi.........

M p i-----

Exon
Exon
Exon
Exon
Intron
Intron
Exon
Intron
Intron

Alignment
Number

Number
of Base
Pairs

Number of
Variable Sites

All taxa
melpomene-silvani form
erato-sapho
All taxa
me/pomene-silvaniform
erato-sapho
All taxa
me/pomene-silvaniform
erato-sapho
All taxa
1 me/pomcne-silvaniform
2 erato-sapho
All taxa
3 me/pomene-silvaniform
4 erato-sapho

822
822
822
70
70
70
711
711
711
155
499
249
66
415
500

240 39/7/194
56 6/1/49
137 14/3/120
8
1
3
184 30/10/144
27 2/1/24
87 10/6/71
55 9/7/39
52
81
31 7/5/19
90
179

Number Number Number
of
o f Indi
of
Species viduals Alleles
25
7
9
25
7
9
25
7
9
21
7
9
19
7
8

37
13
15
37
13
15
37
13
15
33
13
15
31
13
15

—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

46
20
21
43
19
20

N o t e . —The species included in each alignment are given in table 1. The number of variable sites (excluding length
variation) is given for the whole gene region and then by codon position (first/second/third). To facilitate comparison
between gene regions, the CO data are given for all taxa and separately for those taxa included in each intron alignment.
Note that phylogenetic analysis for nuclear genes was carried out using combined intron + exon sequence for alignments
1 -4 .

among codon positions. Phylogenetic analyses and ge
netic distances (figs. 1 -4 ) were calculated with PAUP*
version 4.0b8 (Swofford 2000). Models of sequence
evolution were compared by means o f likelihood ratio
tests (G-tests) using ModelTest 3.04 (Posada and Cran
dall 1998). PAUP* was then used to search for the max
imum likelihood (ML) tree, based on the best fit model
and parameter estimates given by ModelTest using a
heuristic search with tree-bisection-reconnection (TBR).
Confidence in each node was tested using the likelihoodratio test implemented by PAUP*, which sequentially
collapses branch lengths to zero and compares resulting
topologies with the ML tree. For comparison, maximum
parsimony (MP) trees were obtained using a heuristic
search with TBR branch swapping. The consensus tree
was calculated using majority rule. Confidence in each
node was assessed by bootstrapping (1,000 replicates,
heuristic search with TBR branch swapping). In figures
3 and 4, branches were collapsed if they had less than
95% likelihood support (see above), bootstrap support
o f less than 50, or were not supported by an indel
character.
In order to test specific hypotheses, alternative a
priori scenarios were compared with the ML tree using
the method o f Shimodaira and Hasegawa (Shimodaira
and Hasegawa 1999; Goldman, Anderson, and Rodrigo
2000) and implemented using either PAUP* version
4.0b8 or the program SHTests vl.O written by A. Rambaut (when compared, both programs gave very similar
results). For each species pair (i.e., melpomene-cydno
and erato-himera), four tree topologies were compared
in the same test: reciprocal monophyly, paraphyly of
species 1 with species 2 monophyletic, paraphyly of
species 2 with species 1 monophyletic, and polyphyly.
In each case the shortest tree for each scenario was
sought using MacClade, starting with the ML tree as

presented in figures 2 -4 . In order to test phylogenetic
hypotheses at the generic level, we also constructed a
data matrix including our exon and mtDNA data with
previously published wingless sequences. Twenty spe
cies were included in this analysis, 19 o f which had a
complete data set for all genes and one outgroup, D ryas
iulia, which was complete except for the 66 bp o f the
Mpi exon.

Results and Discussion
Patterns o f Molecular Evolution in Heliconius
mtDNA, Tpi, and M pi Genes
mtDNA
The final aligned mitochondrial sequences yielded
1,603 characters including nucleotides and gaps from 37
individuals (GenBank accession numbers A F 413672AF413708). This represents 822 bp o f the COl gene
corresponding to positions 2191 to 3009 o f the D. yak
uba sequence (X03240), the complete leucine-tRNA
gene (70 bp), and 711 bp representing the entire COII
coding sequence. Our mtDNA analysis is based on 659
bp more of the COl gene than used by Brower (1994).
Most length variation was concentrated in the tRNAleucine region, which shows a 1-bp indel (in Heliconius
elevatus and Heliconius hecale) and a 7-bp insertion im
mediately following the COl termination codon (in H.
charithonia and H. ricini). This region shows length var
iation in other lepidopteran species (Brower 1994; Caterino and Sperling 1999). A codon deletion in COl (in
the third codon o f our alignment, corresponding to ami
no acid position number 243 in D. yakuba, X 03240) was
shared by all Eueides species, and in the COII gene we
observed three nearby codon deletions, at amino acid
position number 126 in Dryadula phaetusa, number 127
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in Heliconius sara, and number 129 in D. iulia (see also
Brower 1994).
O f the 1,603 nucleotide sites examined, 440 (27%)
were variable. M ost o f the variation occurred in the
protein-coding regions. Twenty-five percent o f sites
were phylogenetically informative in CGI and 22% in
COII as compared with 6% in the tRNA-leucine. With
in coding regions the total variability and variation per
position is similar between the two CO subunits (table
3). The GC content o f COl + COII was 26%, com 
parable to that observed in other insects (Caterino and
Sperling 1999). A s expected, >75% o f the variation
occurs at third positions (table 3), and transitions were
almost 10 times more frequent than were transversions
(table 4).
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Tpi

Ü

We obtained 155 bp of Tpi exon sequence corre
sponding to positions 425 to 455 (31 bp) o f exon 3 and
536 to 659 0 2 4 bp) o f exon 4 in Heliothis (U23080)
for 46 alleles from 33 individuals representing 21 spe
cies (G enBank accession numbers A F 4 1 3 7 5 2 AF413797; notation: Tpi-1 and Tpi-2 refer to alleles).
There was no length variation between the Heliothis and
the Heliconius exon sequences. In the Tpi exons, 55 of
the 155 bp observed were variable. The Tpi exon had a
higher GC content (49%) than did the mitochondrial CO
genes, similar to previously observed differences be
tween mtDNA and wingless (Brower and DeSalle 1998).
The general pattern o f divergence was quite similar be
tween mtDNA and the Tpi exon, with most o f the sub
stitutions concentrated in third positions (table 3).
The Tpi intron 3 exhibited considerable length var
iation, and alignment was only possible between closely
related species. In the me/pomene-silvaniform group, the
Tpi intron 3 was completely absent in H. elevatus and
ranged from 345 bp in H. melpomene cythera (allele
8073#2) to 457 bp in H. hecale. In the eratolsapho
group (table 3) the same intron varied from 216 bp in
Heliconius hecalesia to 244 bp in H. charithonia and H.
clysonymus. As we were unable to align the Tpi intron
across groups, analysis o f this region was restricted to
within-group comparisons. The me/pomene-silvantform
group (alignment 1) and erato-sapho group (alignment
2) Tpi alignments are given in the supplementary ma
terial and are available upon request or at http//
nmg.si.edu/cj/.
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M pi
We obtained 66 bp o f M pi exon for 43 alleles from
31 individuals representing 19 butterfly sp ecies
(GenBank accession numbers A F413709-AF413751;
notation: Mpi-1 and Mpi-2 refer to alleles). Twenty-sev
en base pairs corresponded to positions 1601 to 1627 of
exon 3 in the H. sapien s reference sequence
(AF227216), and 39 bp to positions 417 to 455 of exon
4 in the H. sapiens sequence (AF227217). As with Tpi
exons, there were no indels in the Mpi exons, and CIC
content was 40%. However, in stark contrast to Tpi, Mpi
exons showed an unexpectedly high rate of nonsynon-
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y mous changes. Across 40 alleles from 19 species se
quenced for both M pi and Tpi, there were 6 amino acid
replacements across 51 codon positions in Tpi, com 
pared with 13 am ino acid changes across only 31 amino
acid positions in Mpi. The different amino acid replace
ment pattern betw een the two genes coincides with the
higher proportion o f first and second position changes
recorded for M pi (table 2).
M pi intron 3 also exhibited considerable length var
iation, and again intron alignment was only possible be
tween closely related species. In the m elpom en e-silvm iform group, M pi intron 3 ranged from 114 bp in H. m.
m elpom ene (allele 437#1) to 388 bp in H. pachinus-,
however, length variation within even single populations
o f each species was almost as great. In the erato-sapho
group (table 3) the same intron varied from 411 bp in
H. erato hydara (allele 44 0 # 1) to 464 bp in H. himera
(allele 8076#2). The difficulty o f alignment between dis
tantly related taxa meant that all intron-based analysis
was restricted to within-group comparisons. The melpomene-sWvQxnïonn group (alignment 3) and eratosapho group (alignm ent 4) M pi alignment files are given
in the supplementary material and are available upon
request or at http//nm g.si.edu/cj/.
Patterns o f Length Variation at Nuclear Loci
There were two kinds o f length variation in Mpi
and Tpi introns. First, there was variation in the length
o f repeated elem ents. Som e o f these repeats were ho
m opolymers; for exam ple, there was a poly-A repeat
starting at position 34 o f the Tpi intron in the melpom ene-silvaniform group that varied from five to nine
bases in length (supplementary material alignment 1). In
other cases there were repeated elem ents that were in
terrupted or com plex. For exam ple in the M pi intron
there was a microsatellite region showing extensive var
iation around a C AC AC A motif. In general this type o f
indel variation provided little phylogenetic information
and could not be easily mapped onto the Mpi and Tpi
likelihood trees (see below ).
S econd , w e observed insertions and deletions
that w ere not associated with repeated elem ents. In
virtually all cases, these indels were synapom orphic
and therefore provided additional support for nuclear
gen e p h ylogen ies based only on nucleotide substitu
tions (figs. 3 and 4). For exam ple, a 7-bp insertion at
Tpi position 263 in alignm ent 1 was com m on to three
m elpom en e a lleles from French Guiana that represent
a m onophyletic clade based on the sequence data (fig.
3 a). How ever, in the era to group, som e indels at both
Tpi and M pi w ere not concordant with the sequencebased ML trees. N onetheless, a tree constrained such
that each T pi indel represented a unique evolutionary
event w as not a significantly worse fit to the Tpi se
q uence data than the initial ML tree (SH test; D elta
= 14.83, P = 0 .0 6 ). We therefore recalculated the ML
tree with a constraint based on the two discordant in
d els, w hich forced era to to be paraphyletic with re
spect to him era and grouped the H. erato cyrb ia al
leles to form a m onophyletic group (fig. 3b). However,
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Fici. 1.— U ncorrected genetic distances betw een Heliconius Tpi
and Mpi sequences plotted as a function o f divergence in third codon
positions o f the m itochondrial C O l and COII genes. Open triangles
show com parisons in the erato-sapho clade (alignm ents 2 and 4) and
closed diam onds the w e/prw jcne-silvaniform clade (alignm ents I and
3). For nuclear genes a single allele was random ly chosen to represent
each individual.

in the case o f M pi in the e ra to group there w as no
way to make the phylogeny con sisten t with all indels.
The 7-bp deletion at position 473 (show n as a filled
oval in fig. 4 b) grouped a lleles 2842#1 (H. h im era),
5 90 (H. h eca lesia ) and 2923 (//. ch a rith o n ia ), w here
as a 2-bp deletion at position 222 grouped H. h e ca 
lesia and H. ch arith on ia with H. sa ra , H elicon iu s
eleuchia, and H. sa p h o . The 2-bp indel was consistent
with the ML tree, w hereas the 7-bp indel appears to
be genuinely h om oplasious (fig. 4b).
Natural recombination was, in contrast, apparently
rare. Another apparently hom oplasious indel, a 5-bp
deletion at position 353 (open oval), appears to result
from natural recombination. The e ra to 2 9 8 0 # 1 allele
appears to be a recombinant betw een 2980 # 2 and an
allele which was not sam pled, sim ilar to 2 9 8 1#1 (see
Supplem entary M aterial). R ecom bination could gen 
erate high levels o f hom oplasy, reducing phylogenetic
signal. However, M P-based consistency indices calcu
lated for the two species groups, pictured in figures 3
and 4 (excluding uninformative characters), were high
er in the Tpi (0.77 and 0.65, respectively) and M pi
(0.80 and 0.64) regions than in the mitochondrial CO
genes (0.36, fig. 2). Thus, hom oplasy was lower in the
nuclear genes.
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2923 H. charithonia E
-------------1180 H. ricini P
--------------2991 E. lineata P
320 E. vibilia P
555 E. aliphera P
556 E. lybia P
2940 Dryadula phaetusa P
293 Dryas iulia P

F i g . 2 . — ML phylogeny for Heliconiina species based on combined mitochondrial COl and COII sequences. All branches were collapsed
which were not supported with either >95% confidence using likelihood ratio tests (implemented in Paup*) or > 5 0 bootstrap support or by
phylogenetically informative indel characters. Branch lengths were estimated using likelihood. Bold vertical lines show synapomorphic indel
variation. Values on branches show parsimony bootstrap support for the equivalent node, after 1,0(X) replicate bootstraps. Branches without
parsimony bootstrap support reflect differences between the MP and ML trees. Sample numbers correspond to those given in table 1. P =
Panama, E = Ecuador, G = French Guiana, and C = Colombia.
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Rate Comparisons Between Mitochondrial and Nuclear
Genes
. 553# 1 H-C. cM oneus P
570# 1 H. c. chionous P
553*2 H c. chioneus P
8036 H, pachinus P
1570*2 H. c. chioneus P
811*1 H. m. r o s n a P
811*2 H. m, rasina P
---------------------- 544*2 H, m fosina P
436*1 H. m. m elpom ene G

60

436*2 H, m. m elpomene G
— 437*1 H. m. m elpomene G
544# 1 H. m. rosina P
— 437#2 H m m elpom ene G
8073*1 H. m .c y tr e r a E
8 073«2 H. m, cythera E
8074#1 H. m .cy th e ra E
— 8 H. h eunppa C
----------------------------- 346 H, num ata G
-------------------------------- 503 H, elevatus Q
5 H hncaie P

a)

. 0.005 suDstrtution&'site
■ 553*1 H. c chioneus P
- 553*2 H. c, chioneus P
811*1 H. m. rosina P
544*1 H. m. rosina P

Rates o f m olecular evolution in the intron region
o f both Tpi and M pi were high and sim ilar to the m i
tochondrial coding gen es that are typically used in in
ter- and intraspecific p h ylogen etic studies (Brow er
1994, 19966). Mean d ivergence betw een the m elpom ene-cydno group and the silvaniform sp ecies is 5.4%
at m itochondrial COI and COII, 4.1% at Tpi, and 5.4%
at Mpi-, divergence for the sam e gen es betw een the
sapho and era to clades is 9%, 7.9% , and 12.3%,
respectively.
Rates o f evolution between genes were compared
by plotting pairwise uncorrected sequence divergence o f
mitochondrial COI and COII against nuclear allele di
vergence for the same individuals (fig. 1). In the case
o f heterozygotes, one allele was randomly selected for
each individual. Sequence divergence was very similar
between CO and Tpi when all codon positions are in
cluded (data not shown). When only CO third positions
were compared with Tpi, the intron was evolving at ap
proximately one-third the rate o f CO, suggesting that the
neutral substitution rate was faster in the mitochondrion
(fig. 1). In contrast, M pi showed cases o f high diver
g en c e b etw een in d iv id u a ls carrying c lo s e ly related
mtDNA haplotypes, in part reflecting much higher within-population polymorphism at this nuclear locus. N one
theless, there was a crude correlation between CO and
M pi distance, with the slope suggesting that the M pi
intron is evolving at approximately half the synonym ous
rate o f CO.

8074*2 H. m. cythera E

M odels o f Sequence Evolution

8074*1 H .m cythe-aE
8*2 H heur ppa C
503 H. elevatus P

1436# 1 H m. m elpom ene G
99

L 437*2 H. m. molpomone G

437*1 H. m. m elpom ene G

MB-----

100

{

811*2 H. m. rosina P
8*1 H. heunppaC

- 346 H numaia G
■ 8073*1 H. m. cythera E
8073*2 H m. cythera E
570*1 H. c. chioneus P

I8036 H

pachinus P

. 665 H. hecale P
— 0 01 suDstitutlons/sile

b)

Fic'i. 3.— ML phylogénies for the melpomene-cydno group (align
ments 1 and 3), based on Tpi exon + intron (a) and Mpi exon+intron
(h). Tree descriptions follow the conventions presented in figure 2,
Sample numbers correspond to those given in table 1 and are followed
by an allele number in the case of heterozygotes. Thus, for example,
811#1 and 811#2 are two Tpi separate alleles cloned from the same
individual H. melpomene rosina, male, identification number 811. P =
Panama, E = Ecuador, G = French Guiana, and C = Colombia.

There was little concordance between the models
o f sequence evolution selected for each region, in part
reflecting the size o f the data matrices, which differed
due to sequence length and the number o f taxa that
could be aligned. Both COI and COII were best e x 
plained by the six-parameter general-time-reversible
model o f nucleotide substitution (GTR -h 1+ G) (Yang
1994). The two genes were therefore com bined in order
to estimate parameters o f sequence evolution (table 4)
and for phylogenetic analysis (fig. 2). For the nuclear
sequence data, simpler models with few er parameters
were an equally good fit to the data, which is perhaps
unsurprising given the smaller size o f these data matri
ces. The follow ing models were selected (table 4): (1)
the three-parameter TrN + G model (Tamura and Nei
1993) for Tpi in the me/pomene-silvaniform group
(alignment 1); (2) the HKY + G model (Hasegawa,
Kishino, and Yano 1985) for the Tpi (alignment 2) and
M pi (alignment 4) data in the erato-sapho group; and
(3) the even simpler F81 + G (Felsenstein 1981) model
for the Mpi data in the melpomene-sWvan'it'orm group
(alignment 3). In all cases the nuclear regions had lower
estimated transition:transversion rate ratios as compared
with mitochondrial sequences. In contrast, the estimated
gamma-shape parameters (a ) were similar in all gene
regions and varied from 0.41 to 1.0 (table 4). Thus, even
within the intron sequences, there was considerable site-
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-2980K1 H. s. petiverana P
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to-site rate variation, suggesting some site-specific con
straints on sequence evolution.

44CHI1 H. e. hydara G

Phylogenetic Analysis

440*2 H. a.hydara G
442*1H. e. hydara P

rC

2861*1 H e. cyrbiaE
2861*2 H. a. cyrbia E

8075*2 H. a. cyrbia E
— 8075*1 H. a. cyrbia E
2981*1 H. a. pelivarana P
— 2842*1 H. himera E
8076*1 H. himera E
8076*2 H. himera E
—2901*2 H. a. petiverana P
. 2980*2 H. a. petiverana P
590 H. hecaiesia P
- 8037 H. ciysonyTTius P

' 2923 H. charltonia E

^

842 H. eieuchia
I
P
538 H. sapho P

-0.01 aubsUlutlona/site

W----

- 2980*1 H. a. petiverana P
• 2981*1 H. e. pelivarana P
8075*2 H. e. cyrbia E
— 2861*2 H. a. cyrbia E
442*1 H, a.hydara G
f 2981 *2 H. a. petiverana P
100

8075*1 H. a. cyrbia E

100

I—8076*2
t H. himera E

The level of variation observed in the nuclear loci
produced well-supported genealogical relationships be
tween alleles sampled from closely related species and
geographic races o f the same species (figs. 3 and 4).
Phylogenetic resolution was somewhat less at nuclear
loci compared with the mtDNA (compare fig. 2 with
figs. 3 and 4), primarily due to the shorter length o f these
sequences. In addition, there is a large amount o f phylogenetically informative indel variation in our intron
sequences, which increases confidence in the tree to
pologies presented (figs. 3 and 4). We found only two
cases where indels were not concordant with our ML
trees, both in the M pi data for the erato group. These
discrepancies may indicate recombination, but the gen
erally low levels of homoplasy in our data suggest that
recombination is rare and does not inhibit phylogenetic
reconstruction.
Nonetheless, the high rate o f molecular evolution,
particularly the extensive length variation in the intron
of both gene regions, restricts the phylogenetic utility of
these loci to very closely related species or populations.
Sequences are impossible to align among more distantly
related taxa, and, even among those sequences that can
be aligned, large deletions occasionally destroy phylo
genetic signal. The use o f introns therefore proves to be
something of a lottery, since the region o f interest may
have been lost in some taxa. However, levels of varia
tion were fairly high even in the short regions o f exon
examined in this study, suggesting that longer fragments
of nuclear coding sequence would provide considerable
phylogenetic information for resolving deeper level phy
logenetic relationships (Brower and DeSalle 1998; Regier et al. 1998).

|807f
8076*1 H. himera E

H-

2842*1 H. himera E
— 2980*2 H. a. petiverana P
- 440*1 H. e. hydara Q
2861 *1 H. a. cyrbia E
• 0037 H. ciysonymus P

. 2923 H. chartlonia E

m -

- 590 H. hecaiesia P
850 H. aara P
| - 0 ---------842 H. steuchia P
. 538*1 H. sapho P

- 536*2 H. sapho P
0.01 substitutions/site

. %

F ig . 4.— Maximum-likelihood phylogenies for erato-himera
group (alignments 2 and 4) based on Tpi exon + intron (a) and Mpi
exon + intron (b). Tree descriptions follow the conventions presented
in figure 2. Bold vertical lines show unique indel changes. Ovals mark
the three indels that were not synapomorphic on the sequence-based
ML tree. Sample numbers correspond to those given in table 1 and are
followed by an allele number in the case of heterozygotes. Thus, for

Analysis of Heliconius and Related Genera
Although our nuclear sequence data are not ideally
suited for phylogenetic analysis at the generic level,
these data, in combination with the additional mito
chondrial sequence, warrant a reassessment o f some out
standing questions in Heliconius phylogeny. The ML
tree based on COI + COII accords reasonably well with
previous phylogenetic analyses based on sequence, mor
phological, and ecological data (Brown 1981; Brower
1994; Brower and Egan 1997) and includes three taxa
not studied in previous molecular analyses, H. hecaiesia,
Heliconius hierax, and Eueides lineata.
In our ML tree (fig. 2) based on COI and COII,
Eueides is a sister taxon to Heliconius, as expected on
the basis o f ecology, morphology, and combined mito
chondrial and nuclear gene sequences (Brower and Egan

example 2980# I and 2980#2 are two Tpi separate alleles cloned from
the same individual H. erato petiverana, male, identification number
2980. P = Panama, E = Ecuador, and G = French Guiana.
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Table 5
Results of SH Tests of Alternative a priori Hypotheses for the Phylogenetic Relationships Between melpomene-cydno
pnd erato-himera
Align
ment
Number
melpomene (I) and cydno (II ).. .

erato (I) and himera ( I I )........... .

COI + COII
Tpi
Mpi
COI + cou
Tpi
Mpi

1
3
2
4

Reciprocal
Monophyly
3252.7
1442.1
1571.1
5046.2
1403.01
2561.7

(best)
(0.12)
(0.00)*
(0.76)
(0.77)
(0.00)*

Paraphyly I
3253.0
1448.9
1546.0
5046.2
1441.0
2546.5

(0.70)
(0.05)*
(0.00)*
(best)
(best)
(0.00)*

Paraphyly II
3259.0
1425.3
1520.4
5056.7
1427.1
2519.5

(0.39)
(best)
(0.00)*
(0.048)*
(0.047)*
(0.002)*

Polyphyly
3304.3
1441.6
1378.2
5066.4
1433.4
2481.9

(0.00)*
(0.18)
(best)
(0.021)*
(0.013)*
(best)

N ote.— For this test, the ML trees for the erato-himera and melpomene-cydno species groups were simultaneously evaluated against constrained trees repre
senting the alternative phylogenetic hypotheses. Tests were carried out in Paup* using the RELL method with 1000 replicates (Swofford 2000). The log likelihood
(P value) is given for each tree, and topologies which are not consistent with the data at P ^ 0.05 are shown with a *.

1997). This contrasts with an earlier parsimony analysis
o f a smaller portion o f the mitochondrial COI and COII
regions, which placed Eueides within the genus Heli
conius. M pi was uninformative at this level as it could
not be amplified in outgroup taxa, but trees inferred
from the 155 bp o f Tpi exon data using both ML and
parsimony methods show a monophyletic Heliconius
clade with Eueides outside Heliconius, with bootstrap
support o f only 56% (data not shown). However, the
overall support for reciprocal monophyly of the two
genera is weak. Analyses based either on the mtDNA
data alone (SH test; Delta = 1.21, P = 0.47) or includ
ing previously published wingless sequences with our
Mpi, Tpi, and CO data (SH test; Delta = 8.21, P = 0.22)
fail to exclude the possibility that Eueides falls within
Heliconius.
Laparus doris has traditionally been considered a
monotypic sister genus to Heliconius (Brown 1981;
Penz 1999). However, our mtDNA data provide strong
statistical support for previous results (Brower and Egan
1997) based on COI, COII, and wingless which group
doris within Heliconius in a clade which includes Hel
iconius wallacei (fig. 2; SH test; Delta = 62.47, P =
0.002). Combined analysis o f the nuclear coding se
quence from the wingless, Tpi, and M pi genes provides
no further resolution, as the likelihood test based on
these data fails to reject a tree in which doris lies outside
Heliconius (SH test; Delta = 2.42, P = 0.41).
Within H eliconius, there was an unresolved tri
chotom y at the base o f the genus (fig. 2), with no
com pelling support at COI and COII for two major
divisions (Riffarth 1901; Em sley 1965). Heliconius
sapho, H. sara, and H. eieuchia, and H. charithonia
are considered to share the characteristic pupal-mating
behavior with the erato group (Brown 1981; Lee et
al. 1992). However, our ability to align Tpi and Mpi
introns in H. ricini, H. charithonia, H. sapho, and al
lies, with those o f the erato-him era group but not the
me//7omene-silvaniform group gives support for the
traditional grouping.
The melpomene Group
The evolutionary relationships between H. melpo
mene and the H. cydno group (cydno, pachinus, and heu-

rippd) varied depending on the gene region analyzed
(table 5). Heliconius melpomene and H. cydno were re
ciprocally monophyletic sister taxa in the mtDNA ML
tree, with an average uncorrected divergence o f 3.3%.
This contrasts with the paraphyly o f melpomene with
respect to cydno described previously on die basis o f a
shorter region o f the COI + COII genes (Brower
19966). In Brower’s study, paraphyly was due to a sin
gle branch, melpomene from French Guiana, placed basally to cydno and the rest o f melpomene. Parsimony
analysis also supports reciprocal monophyly o f melpo
mene and cydno, and branches leading to both groups
show high bootstrap support (fig. 2). However, it is in
teresting to note that despite strong bootstrap support,
ML topology tests were only able to reject the hypoth
esis that both groups were polyphyletic (table 5). This
is in part because the monophyly o f H. melpomene was
supported by only two transitions. More surprisingly,
four transition substitutions (three C-T and one A-G)
and three A-T transversions provide no significant sup
port for cydno group monophyly (table 5); the SH test
would seem to be overly conservative.
In contrast, the ML tree inferred from sequence
variation in the Mpi intron (fig. 36) shows melpomene
and cydno paraphyletic with respect to the silvaniforms
H. elevatus, H. hecale, and Heliconius numata, tradi
tionally considered more distantly related, with a mean
divergence o f 5.4% between the two groups. However,
support for this topology is not significant with the sil
vaniforms constrained to be outgroups (SH test; Delta
= 24.72, P = 0.22). Nonetheless, there was very strong
support for polyphyly o f alleles between melpomene and
the cydno group (cydno, heurippa, and pachinus). All
topologies in which either species is monophyletic with
respect to the other are significantly worse than the ML
tree (table 5). Average divergence between the species
was 6.4%. However, very similar alleles were also
shared between these two species, differing by as little
as 3 bp (between melpomene allele 8074#2 and cydno
allele 553#2). There was a great deal o f allelic diversity
within populations, with some very divergent alleles
sampled from within the Ecuador and Panama popula
tions o f melpomene and cydno. More detailed surveys
of these populations show that the divergent sequences
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represented here by alleles 811#2 and 8#1 are present
at low frequency in both melpomene and cydno in Pan
ama, and thus our results do not represent sequencing
or m istaken identity errors (V. B ull, personal
contununication).
Lastly, the Tpi ML tree (fig. 3a) showed melpo
mene as a monophyletic group, with cydno alleles basal
and paraphyletic with respect to melpomene, with an
average uncorrected divergence o f 3.3% between the
species. The silvaniforms form a distinct clade and were
used to root the melpomene + cydno clade, with an
average divergence o f 4.1% between the two groups.
However, between melpomene and cydno there was very
little phylogenetic resolution provided by the Tpi data,
and it was not possible to reject the alternative hypoth
eses o f polyphyly or paraphyly between the species at
this locus (table 5).
The erato group
The phylogenetic relationship between H. erato
and H. himera also varied depending on the gene re
gion examined. In the mtDNA tree, himera forms a
m onophyletic group nested within different geographic
races o f H. erato (fig. 2). Mean uncorrected divergence
between himera and all other erato was 3.2%. None
theless, a tree where the two species were forced to be
reciprocally monophyletic could not be rejected in like
lihood tests (table 5). A similar pattern was demon
strated in our Tpi sequence data (table 5). In the Tpi
tree (fig. 4a) H. himera forms a monophyletic group
within erato. The unconstrained ML tree showed both
species monophyletic, and support for the paraphyly of
erato came from an 18-bp deletion at position 211 (fig.
4a) shared by all himera and erato alleles with the
exception o f H. erato petiverana 2980#2. In contrast,
in the M pi genealogy (fig. 46) alleles from both species
are clearly mixed. There were highly divergent alleles
in both groups, and topologies that forced either spe
cies to be monophyletic were not supported by the data
(table 5).
Conclusions Regarding Relationships Between Sister
Species
In conclusion, genetic variation in the maternally
inherited mitochondrial genome and the sex-linked Tpi
gene clustered together by species. Heliconius melpo
mene and H. cydno showed an average of 3.3% uncor
rected sequence divergence at COI and COII genes and
3.1% uncorrected divergence at the Tpi region. Helicon
ius erato and H. himera showed similar levels o f diver
gence at both loci (3.2% at both CO and Tpi). Assuming
a rate o f mitochondrial evolution o f 1.1% to 1.2% per
lineage per million years (Brower 1994) this suggests
that both species pairs diverged from each other within
the last 1% million years. However, both H. erato and
H. melpomene are more widely distributed than their
respective sister species, and neither the mtDNA or Tpi
genealogies exclude the possibility that geographic pop
ulations o f one species are paraphyletic with respect to
the sister species (figs. 2 -4 ). In contrast, the Mpi ge
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nealogies in both species pairs failed to show structure
consistent with species boundaries, despite considerable
resolution and well-supported nodes within the trees
(figs. 36 and 46). Our data, therefore, show marked dis
cordance between gene genealogies and species bound
aries at different loci.
Why are the Genealogies Discordant?
Gene trees are not the same as species trees, and
the discordance between allelic genealogies observed
may simply reflect differences in expected coalescence
times among loci (Tajima 1983; Pamilo and Nei 1988;
Takahata 1989; Nichols 2001). O f the three loci exam
ined in this study, the autosomal M pi locus has the larg
est genetic effective population size and is expected to
harbor ancestral shared variation for longer time periods
than sex-linked or maternally inherited genes such as
Tpi and CO. In particular, maternally inherited mito
chondrial genes will coalesce on average four times fast
er than autosomal genes do. We can use the mtDNA
data to predict the coalescence time o f nuclear genes
following the three-times rule (Tavaré 1984; Palumbi,
Cipriano, and Hare 2001). In the absence o f gene flow,
coalescence theory predicts nuclear allele coalescence
within a species for a majority o f autosomal nuclear loci
when the branch length leading to the mtDNA sequenc
es o f that species is three times longer than the average
within-species mtDNA sequence diversity (or two times
as long for an X-linked locus). Our data show that all
species in the erato-himera and melopomene-cydno
groups have mtDNA branch length to diversity ratios
less than 2 (table 6). Therefore, a majority of nuclear
loci are expected to show polyphyletic patterns between
these species pairs.
Although we cannot rule out a purely neutral ex
planation o f the polyphyly observed at nuclear loci
based on coalescence theory, the striking pattern at Mpi
of high diversity within and shared alleles between spe
cies suggests, in addition, balancing selection and inter
specific gene flow. Unusually high allelic diversity in
allozyme studies o f Heliconius (Jiggins et al. 1997; B el
tran 1999) and direct evidence that Mpi is under bal
ancing selection in other organisms (Schmidt 2001) both
suggest that this locus might be under selection. Fur
thermore, there was an unusually high number o f amino
acid changes in our Mpi exon sequence (13 changes
among 40 alleles from 19 species), supporting the sug
gestion that this variation is maintained by natural se
lection. The high variation in the intron region could
therefore be explained by hitchhiking with nearby se
lected exon polymorphism.
Even in the absence o f nuclear allele coalescence
within species, it should still be possible to detect the
signature o f recent introgression between species. Be
cause the three gene regions studied here are evolving
at similar rates (fig. I), the observation o f far more
closely related alleles between melpomene and cydno at
Mpi than at the other two loci likely results from recent
introgression between species. Indeed, both o f the sister
species pairs studied here are known to hybridize in the
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Table 6
Evaluation of the Three-Times Rule for Heliconius Species
,

Group

drial
Branch
Length (1)

m elpom ene...................................
c y d n o ...........................................
erato petiverana + cyrbia . . . .
h im e ra .........................................

0.009
0.01
0.012
0.011

P r e d ic t e d

mtDNA
CoalesDiversity cence _________________
(d)
Ratio (1/d)
Tpi
Mpi
0.008
0.015
0.008
0.008

1.1
0.69
1.54
1.45

30
20
50
50

20
10
30
30

N u clear
MONOPHYLY
OBSERVED?

Tpi
Yes
No
No
Yes

Mpi
No
No
No
No

N o t e . — Branch lengths were obtained from a neighbor-joining tree constructed from mitochondrial sequences using
the Kimura two-parameter model. The mtDNA diversity is the average pairwise distance within each group. To predict
monophyly we used figure 2 in Palumbi, Cipriano, and Hare (2001), for a sample size of five alleles, adjusting for the
smaller population size of sex-linked genes in the case of Tpi.

wild. Heliconius melpomene and cydno are broadly sympatric, with hybrids forming perhaps 0.1% o f overlap
ping populations (Jiggins et al. 2001Zj). Furthermore,
there is hybrid female sterility between the species, as
sociated with the sex-linked Tpi gene in one direction
o f backcross (Naisbit et al. 2001). This hybrid sterility
might be expected to prevent introgression at both
mtDNA and Tpi (Sperling 1994), while allowing the
flow o f some nuclear genes. At least for melpomene and
cydno, the pattern observed is therefore consistent with
the genetic architecture of reproductive isolation. It
seems likely that both gene flow and balancing selection
have played a role: the latter could maintain high allelic
diversity within populations, whereas the former would
favor the “capture” o f new alleles following rare inter
specific hybridization.
In conclusion, phylogenies o f recently evolved spe
cies, which may still exchange genes, are inevitably dif
ficult to resolve. The markers studied here provide wellsupported gene genealogies, but the general lack of con
cordant reciprocal monophyly between closely related
species and the disagreements between loci highlight the
importance o f multiple locus comparisons in resolving
sister species relationships. Fast-evolving nuclear genes
such as those described here are likely to become an
important tool for phylogenetic analysis. Furthermore, it
is clear that biologically and ecologically relevant spe
cies may sometimes not be recognizable under phylo
genetic (Cracraft 1989) or genealogical species concepts
(Baum and Shaw 1995). Spéciation does not necessarily
isolate all regions o f the genome and therefore cannot
be expected to produce instantaneous reciprocal
monophyly.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material is available at the MBE
website, www.molbiolevol.org.
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